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About This Guide
How is this Voters’ Guide different 
from the Oregon Voters’ Pamphlet?
This Voters’ Guide is prepared by the League of Women Voters. 
League members wrote substantive questions to ask of the 
candidates. Candidate responses to those questions appear here, 
unedited and printed in their own words. League members 
also research and write the explanations of the ballot measures 
included in this Voters’ Guide. The arguments pro and con are 
developed through interviews with the organized supporters and 
opponents of the measure. 

The Voters’ Pamphlet you receive in the mail is compiled by 
GOVERNMENT�ELECTION�OFkCIALS��)T�CONTAINS�MATERIAL�PREPARED�BY�THE�
candidates and their campaign committees on topics they choose. 
Ballot measure material in the Voters’ Pamphlet is prepared by 
those involved with the measure. The arguments pro and con are 
paid for by the supporters and opponents of the ballot measure 
WITH�NO�FACTCHECKING�BY�GOVERNMENT�ELECTION�OFkCIALS�

The same information that is in this Voters’ Guide is also available 
online at VOTE411.org, along with more information and helpful 
features. When you enter your address, you’ll see only the races and 
ballot measures that will be on your personal ballot. Plus you will be 
able to view additional candidate information, such as videos and job 
descriptions that are not part of this Guide.

VOTE411 has information on all election topics, including 
TGIKUVTCVKQP��CDUGPVGG�DCNNQVU��RQNNKPI�RNCEGU��GNGEVKQPU�QHſEKCNU��
upcoming candidate and ballot measure forums in your area, and 
much more.

VOTE411.org

VOTE411.org
A Personalized Alternative

VOTER 
REGISTRATION
Registration Deadline: April 24, 2018

Obtain registration forms from: 
Multnomah County Elections 

1040 SE Morrison, Portland, OR 97214 
503-988-3720

or
If you have an OR DMV license,  

permit or I.D. number, register online: 
oregonvotes.org

and 
be 

d job 

NU��
and 
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BACKGROUND
4HE�LEVY�WAS�kRST�APPROVED�BY�VOTERS�IN��������
)T�WAS�RENEWED�IN������BY�����OF�VOTERS�
AND�AGAIN�IN������BY�������4HE�MEASURE�HAS�
been referred to voters in this election by the 
Portland City Council. 

)MPETUS�FOR�THE�kRST�LEVY�WAS�PROVIDED�BY�A�
*UNE������STUDY�BY�THE�0ORTLAND�#ITIZENS�#RIME�
Commission which concluded that, “The most 
EFFECTIVE�AND�COST�EFkCIENT�WAY�TO�REDUCE�CRIME�
is to identify and intervene with high-risk 
children early in their lives.”  The report cited 
research showing that the costs of addressing 
risk factors for crime (such as family abuse, 
lack of supportive relationships with adults 
and peers, early severe antisocial behavior, 
poor school attendance or school failure) are 
far less than the costs of criminal activity and 
incarceration. 

PCL allocates funds to 6 program areas:  Early 
Childhood, After School, Mentoring, Child 
!BUSE�0REVENTION���)NTERVENTION��&OSTER�#ARE�
AND�(UNGER�2ELIEF���)N�ADDITION��IT�SUPPORTS�A�
special initiative in early childhood and general 

mental health consultation and parenting 
education and an initiative in childcare 
assistance for low-income families.  PCL’s 
adopted goals are to:

• Prepare children for school.

• Support children’s success inside and outside
school.

• Reduce racial and ethnic disparities in
children’s well-being and school success.

Annual detailed reports generally show 
THAT�SPECIkC�GOALS�ARE�BEING�MET��/VER����
GRANTS�WERE�FUNDED�BY�THE�LEVY�IN������TO�
ORGANIZATIONS�IN�THE�0ORTLAND�AREA���)NVESTMENT�
DECISIONS�ARE�MADE�BY�A�kVE�MEMBER�!LLOCATION�
Committee that is composed of one City of 
Portland Commissioner, one Multnomah 
County Commissioner, one representative 
of the business community and two citizens 
with expertise in children’s issues.  The 
Allocation Committee also oversees the annual 
and ongoing performance of PCL and its 
GRANTS���'RANTS�ARE�AWARDED�TO�NONPROkT�AND�
governmental service providers in a competitive 
public process. A few examples of grantees are:

r &RIENDLY�(OUSE�0RESCHOOL�m�FULLDAY�PRESCHOOL
for children from low-income families

r 'IRLS��)NC��m�AFTER�SCHOOL�AND�SUMMER
programs for girls

r -EALS�+IDS�m�-EALS�ON�7HEELS�FOR�FAMILIES
with children

r %L�0ROGRAMA�(ISPANO�#ATÅLICO�m�PARENTING
support/therapy for families who have
experienced domestic violence

r )MPACT�.7��3AFE���4OGETHER�m�INTENSIVE
visiting for children in foster care

r &RIENDS�OF�THE�#HILDREN�m�LONGTERM���TO�
MENTORING�PROGRAM�FOR�CHILDREN�+��

PCL is subject to an annual audit by an 
independent agency.  The audits have found 
that internal controls over administrative 
expenses and budgeting are adequate, that 
ADMINISTRATION�EXPENSE�IS�LESS�THAN����OF�
tax revenues (as required by the levy), and 
that administration of grants and grantee 
monitoring  comply with ballot language and 
contracts with grantees.

Children’s Levy

26-197

Official Title: Renew Portland Children’s Levy for five years

3HALL�0ORTLAND�CONTINUE�EARLY�CHILDHOOD��CHILD�ABUSE�PROGRAMS��kVEYEAR�LEVY�
��������PER��������ASSESSED�VALUE�BEGINNING�������4HIS�MEASURE�RENEWS�
current local option taxes. 

4HE�LEVY�REQUESTS���������PER�������OF�ASSESSED�PROPERTY�VALUE���)F�
�������������������������������APPROVED�IT�WOULD�CONTINUE�TO�COST�THE�OWNER�OF�A�HOME�WITH�AN�ASSESSED���

� ���������VALUE�OF����������ABOUT������PER�YEAR�IN�TAXES��)T�IS�ESTIMATED�THAT�THE������
LEVY�WILL�RAISE�AN�AVERAGE�OF��������MILLION�PER�YEAR�FOR�THE�PERIOD�OF�

���������*ULY���������THROUGH�*UNE�����������4HIS�IS�SUBJECT�TO�CHANGE�WITH�
���������lUCTUATIONS�IN�THE�ECONOMY�AND�WITH�TAX�COMPRESSION�DUE�TO�/REGON���

-EASURES���AND����

QUESTION:

FINANCIAL 
IMPACT:

PROBABLE RESULTS OF 

YES VOTE

PROBABLE RESULTS OF    

NO VOTE

&UNDS�WILL�CONTINUE�TO�BE�AVAILABLE�TO�SUPPORT�CITYWIDE�EARLY�CHILDHOOD�AND�AFTERSCHOOL�PROGRAMS��MENTORING��
CHILD�ABUSE�PREVENTION�INTERVENTION��FOSTER�CARE�AND�HUNGER�RELIEF��4AXES�FOR�THIS�PROGRAM�WILL�REMAIN�THE�SAME�

3OME�OR�ALL�OF�THE�ORGANIZATIONS�NOW�FUNDED�BY�THE�0ORTLAND�#HILDREN�S�,EVY��0#,	�WOULD�OFFER�FEWER�OR�REDUCED�
SERVICES���/VER�������CHILDREN�AND�THEIR�FAMILIES��CURRENTLY�SERVED�BY�THE�LEVY��WOULD�HAVE�REDUCED��OPPORTUNITIES�
TO�PROSPER�ACADEMICALLY�AND�SOCIALLY���!PPROXIMATELY��������OTHER�CHILDREN�WOULD�HAVE�GREATER�FOOD�INSECURITY���
4AXES�DEDICATED�TO�THIS�PROGRAM�WOULD�DECREASE�
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Children’s Levy

26-197

1HſEKCN�6KVNG��4GPGY�2QTVNCPF�%JKNFTGPŏU�.GX[�HQT�ſXG�[GCTU
cont. from page 3

Closed and Open Primaries

3INCE�������0#,�PROGRAMS�HAVE�
strengthened the entire Portland 
community by helping thousands of 
children reach their potential.  PCL 
programs have empowered parents and 
CAREGIVERS�TO�BECOME�MORE�CONkDENT�AND�
skilled at advocating for their children in 
the classroom and in life.

Programs provided with PCL funds 
met levy standards for effectiveness, 
budgeting, program capacity and cultural 
competence.  They are audited annually. 
)N�PUBLIC�MEETINGS��AN�OVERSIGHT�
committee of citizens conducts reviews 
of funded programs’ success. There 
are caps on PCL and provider service 
administration costs.  

The levy program has not implemented 
THE�!UDITOR�S������RECOMMENDATION�THAT�
City Council specify goals and outcomes 
and align outcomes with relevant 
community benchmarks and that they 
clarify roles and responsibilities of staff 
AND�THE�ALLOCATION�COMMITTEE���&UNDS�
should be withheld until this is done.  

)T�IS�DIFkCULT�TO�JUDGE�THE�TRUE�
effectiveness of programs. Grantees are 
generally well known, but methods of 
checking success are inexact.  Outcomes 
are often not aligned with relevant 
community benchmarks, like school 
progress and juvenile delinquency.

 SUPPORTERS SAY OPPONENTS SAY 

)N�������THE�#ITY�
!UDITOR�S�OFkCE�CONDUCTED�AN�AUDIT�OF�0#,�
which agreed with the independent audits, but 
RECOMMENDED���	�THAT�GOALS��RESPONSIBILITIES�
and outcome reporting be formally adopted 
by the City Council, as well as by PCL, and 
��	 THAT�THE�ALLOCATION�PROCESS�BE�REVIEWED�TO
REVISIT�THE�SCORING�PROCESS��GOALS�AND�DEkNITIONS
related to equity.  The audit also said PCL could
BENEkT��FROM�A�LARGER�AND�MORE�REPRESENTATIVE
allocation committee, an interview process
to clarify application details, and an appeals
PROCESS�FOR�REJECTED�APPLICATIONS��)N�RESPONSE�TO
a query by the Auditor a year later, PCL said that
RECOMMENDATION���	�WOULD�BE�EXPLORED�IN�THE
context of seeking permission from Council to
RENEW�THE�LEVY�AND���	�WOULD�BE�EXPLORED�IN�THE
next round of funding if the levy is renewed by
voters.

SUMMARY OF MEASURE  

Renewing this levy would assure that about 
����MILLION�WILL�BE�DISTRIBUTED�ANNUALLY�
among providers, thereby funding a portion 
of the cost of each service the levy supports: 
child readiness for school success; safe after-
school activities; preventing child abuse 
and neglect; assisting impoverished, foster, 
crime-impacted, substance-abuse-impacted, 
immigrant, refugee, and homeless families; 
assisting teen-parents, youth & girls; and 
reducing child hunger.

The Democrat and Republican parties in Oregon have chosen to have a closed Primary for nominating their party candidates 
HQT�RCTVKUCP�QHſEGU��6Q�XQVG�HQT�&GOQETCVKE�QT�4GRWDNKECP�ECPFKFCVGU�KP�VJG�/C[�2TKOCT[��[QW�OWUV�TGIKUVGT�YKVJ�QPG�QH�VJG�
parties by the registration deadline.

6JG�+PFGRGPFGPV�RCTV[�
YJKEJ�KU�C�OCLQT�RCTV[�KP�1TGIQP��JCU�EJQUGP�VQ�QRGP�VJGKT�PQOKPCVKQP�RTQEGUU�VQ�PQP�CHſNKCVGF�
XQVGTU�
XQVGTU�PQV�TGIKUVGTGF�YKVJ�CP[�RCTV[���0QP�CHſNKCVGF�XQVGTU�YKNN�TGEGKXG�C�RQUVECTF�CPF�ECP�TGSWGUV�C�DCNNQV�YKVJ�
Independent candidates for the May Primary.

Major political parties choose their candidates in the May Primary. In the November 2018 General Election all registered 
XQVGTU�YKNN�TGEGKXG�C�DCNNQV�YKVJ�CNN�QH�VJG�PQOKPCVGF�ECPFKFCVGU�CU�YGNN�CU�PQPRCTVKUCP�QHſEGU�
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1RVKQPU�HQT�7PCHſNKCVGF�8QVGTU
)F�YOU�CHOSE�NOT�TO�REGISTER�AS�A�MEMBER�OF�A�POLITICAL�PARTY��OR�IF�YOU�WERE�REGISTERED�AUTOMATICALLY�AS�PART�OF�THE�NEW�
g-OTOR�6OTERu�LAW��YOU�ARE�A�NONAFkLIATED�VOTER��9OU�HAVE���OPTIONS�FOR�THIS�ELECTION�

/PTION�����$O�NOTHING���9OU�WILL�RECEIVE�A�BALLOT�WITH�ONLY�NONPARTISAN�RACES�LIKE�#OUNTY�#OMMISSIONERS�AND�-ETRO�
Councilors and ballot measures.

/PTION�����#HOOSE�TO�VOTE�IN�A�MAJOR�PARTY�S�0RIMARY�BY�SELECTING�THAT�POLITICAL�PARTY�ON�YOUR�VOTER�REGISTRATION��-AJOR�
PARTIES�ARE�THE�2EPUBLICAN�0ARTY��THE�$EMOCRATIC�0ARTY�AND�THE�)NDEPENDENT�0ARTY��Party changes must be completed 

by April 24th��IN�PERSON�BY���0-��BY�MAIL�POSTMARKED�!PRIL����OR�BY�ONLINE�REGISTRATION�BY�������0-�AT� 
oregonvotes.org.

/PTION�����#HOOSE�TO�VOTE�IN�THE�)NDEPENDENT�0ARTY�S�0RIMARY�ELECTION�AND�REMAIN�A�NONAFkLIATED�VOTER��2ETURN�THE�
POSTCARD�YOU�WILL�RECEIVE�TO�THE�%LECTIONS�/FkCE�BY�5 PM April 24.

IMPORTANT DATES

• April 24th is the last day to register to
vote and the last day to select or change
your political party registration. Go to
oregonvotes.org and click on “My Vote”.

• April 25th to May 1st, when most ballots
ARE�SENT�TO�VOTERS��)F�YOU�RETURN�YOUR�BALLOT�
by mail, remember to add more time to 
ENSURE�DELIVERY�BY�%LECTION�$AY��)F�YOU�
don’t get your ballot, contact your county 
ELECTIONS�OFkCE�AT��MULTCO�US�ELECTIONS 
9OU�CAN�CALL�THEM�TOO������������

• May 15th IS�%LECTION�$AY��THE�LAST�DAY�TO
$2/0�/&&�YOUR�BALLOT�AT�AN�OFkCIAL�DROPOFF
SITE��BY�����PM�

What’s My District?
Go to  
http://web.multco.us/elections/maps-
and-data

'O�TO�6/4%����ORG

Enter your address.  Click enter.
4HEN��CLICK�'ET�0ERSONALIZED�)NFORMATION�
ON�#ANDIDATES�AND�)SSUES
4HEN��CLICK�3HOW�$ISTRICTS
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Circuit Court Judge 
4ERM�� ��9EARS
3ALARY�� ��������� What will you do to reduce 

racial bias in the court 
system?

What, for you, is the central 
goal of sentencing in criminal 
cases? Please explain your 

answer.

What is the area of greatest 
need in Oregon’s justice 

system, and how should state 
government respond?

4HE�kRST�����CHARACTERS�OF�
each reply to these questions 

are printed as received with 

no corrections.

Position 3

  Jerry B HodsonNonpartisan #ANDIDATE�DID�NOT�RESPOND�BY�DEADLINE

Position 4

  3HELLEY�$�2USSELLNonpartisan #ANDIDATE�DID�NOT�RESPOND�BY�DEADLINE

Position 7

  Andrew M LavinNonpartisan #ANDIDATE�DID�NOT�RESPOND�BY�DEADLINE

Position 8

  Eric J BergstromNonpartisan #ANDIDATE�DID�NOT�RESPOND�BY�DEADLINE

Position 16

  Susan M SvetkeyNonpartisan #ANDIDATE�DID�NOT�RESPOND�BY�DEADLINE

Position 28

  Judith MatarazzoNonpartisan #ANDIDATE�DID�NOT�RESPOND�BY�DEADLINE

Position 29

  +ATHRYN�,�6ILLA3MITHNonpartisan #ANDIDATE�DID�NOT�RESPOND�BY�DEADLINE

Position 31

  Cheryl AlbrechtNonpartisan #ANDIDATE�DID�NOT�RESPOND�BY�DEADLINE

Position 32

  8IOMARA�9�4ORRESNonpartisan #ANDIDATE�DID�NOT�RESPOND�BY�DEADLINE

Position 23

  Melvin Oden-OrrNonpartisan #ANDIDATE�DID�NOT�RESPOND�BY�DEADLINE
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4ERM�� ��9EARS
3ALARY�� ���������

4HE�kRST�����CHARACTERS�OF�
each reply to these questions 

are printed as received with 

no corrections.

Circuit Court Judge �CONTINUED

What will you do to reduce 
racial bias in the court 

system?

What, for you, is the central 
goal of sentencing in criminal 
cases? Please explain your 

answer.

What is the area of greatest 
need in Oregon’s justice 

system, and how should state 
government respond?

 Nonpartisan

Leslie Roberts 
MBABAR�ORG�RESOURCES�LESLIEROBERTS�HTML

)MPLICIT�BIAS�IS�A�PERVASIVE�ISSUE�IN�SOCIETY���
)�HAVE�DEVOTED�HUNDREDS�OF�HOURS�TO�STUDY�
of psychological and scholarly writings on 
criminal justice, decision-making, and ways 
TO�REDUCE�IMPLICIT�BIAS��)�MAKE�A�DELIBERATE�
effort to focus on the individual and to make 
explicit reference to objective standards in 
MY�DECISIONS��)�JOIN�MY�COURT�IN�A�PLEDGE�OF�
fairness, equality and dignity, without regard 
to race, ethnicity, religion, gender, sexual 
orientation or identity, or disabilities.

4HE�kRST�GOAL�IS�COMMUNITY�PROTECTION���-OST�
convictions, as for misdemeanors, result in 
probation with restitution and requirements 
to support life changes and reach root causes 
OF�CRIMINAL�BEHAVIOR���)N�A�FEW�EXCEPTIONAL�
major felony cases, community safety 
requires extended incarceration. Sentencing 
ALSO�CONkRMS�PUBLIC�VALUES��0UBLIC�
CONkDENCE�REQUIRES�kRM�ENFORCEMENT�OF�
laws, but shorter sentences make the desired 
point without worsening criminality and 
undermining rehabilitation.

Oregon should fund more alternatives to 
traditional jails and prisons. We need the 
work centers we lost to budget cuts.  We 
need to offer education and treatment 
OPTIONS���)T�IS�SMART�AND�EFFECTIVE�TO�DO�SO��
The demand is huge.  We need funding for a 
larger staff of trained professional probation 
OFkCERS��%XISTING�STAFF�CAN�T�CLOSELY�WORK�WITH�
more than select felons. Multnomah County 
Justice Reinvestment Program, a pilot 
project, proves intensive probation reduces 
crime while saving tax money.

Position 37

In partnership with 

the League of Women Voters of Portland Education Fund will record  

8 minute interviews of selected candidates. 

See metroeast.org or lwvpdx.org for links to the interviews online or times 

for rebroadcast by MetroEast. Video interviews will also be linked in the 

candidate’s page on VOTE411.org.

Video
Voters’
Guide

Alexander Hamalian 
ALEXHAMALIAN�����COM

Growing up ethnically “different” and in a 
time when Middle Eastern discrimination 
was at a level on par with the current state of 
AFFAIRS�IN�!MERICA��)�UNDERSTAND�RACIAL�BIAS���
&IRST��%DUCATE�JUDGES��LITIGANTS�AND�ATTORNEYS�
ON�THE�IMPACT�OF�RACIAL�PROkLING���3ECOND���
Encourage the use of body and dash cameras 
in evidence collection.  Third: Judges must 
prohibit minority juror exclusion as laid out 
IN�"ATSON�V��+ENTUCKY������5�3����������	���
&OURTH���%LIMINATE�NONUNANIMOUS�FELONY�
verdicts.

�&OR�MOST�CRIMINAL�CASES�THE�CENTRAL�GOAL�
OF�SENTENCING�IS�A�TRIFECTA�OF������0ROVIDING�
CLOSURE�AND�RESTITUTION�TO�THE�VICTIM�����
Providing evenhanded, just and reasonable 
PUNISHMENT�TO�THE�OFFENDER��AND�����
$OING�SUCH�IN�A�MANNER�THAT��FROM�THE�
implementation of the sentence, begins the 
process of rehabilitating the offender and 
preparing him or her to co-exist in society.  
&OR�IN�DEPTH�ANALYSIS�PLEASE�SEE�*UDGE�
Michael Marcus’  application at: http://
smartsentencing.com/whatwrks.html

Multnomah County needs to implement 
A�MEANINGFUL�6ETERANS�#OURT�THAT�WILL�����
Reduce criminal recidivism by providing 
assessment, education and treatment to drug 
/ alcohol addicted Veterans in our criminal, 
quasi criminal and domestic judicial 
SYSTEMS�����-ONITOR�TREATMENT�COMPLIANCE�
through frequent court contact and intensive 
SUPERVISION�����2EQUIRE�STRICT�ACCOUNTABILITY�
from participants and impose a graduated 
system of rewards and interventions to 
encourage positive choices and behavior.

 Nonpartisan
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State Senators - Republican
4ERM�� ��9EARS
3ALARY�� ������� What steps will you take to 

ensure more Oregonians are 
TXDOL¿HG�DQG�KLUHG�IRU�

Oregon jobs?

Oregon traditionally has a 
budget shortfall. How will you 

address this challenge?

What do you recommend to 
make Oregon’s infrastructure 
and population more resilient 

WR�VHLVPLF��ÀRRG�DQG�
ZLOG¿UH�GLVDVWHUV"

4HE�kRST�����CHARACTERS�OF�
each reply to these questions 

are printed as received with 

no corrections.

District 19

 Republican

$AVID�#��0OULSON
FRIENDSOFDAVIDPOULSON GMAIL�COM

4HE�ANSWER�IS�EDUCATION��&ROM�ADVANCES�IN�
.EUROSCIENCE��WE�KNOW�TODAY�THAT�STUDENTS�
have quite different individual learning 
SYSTEMS��),3	��/REGON�SCHOOLS�HOWEVER��ARE�
more focused on what students 
LEARNNOT�HOW�THEY�LEARN��5NLOCKING�A�
students interests, through a presentation 
of subject matter that is consistent with 
THEIR�),3��WOULD�ACHIEVE�NOTHING�SHORT�OF�
an education and social revolution. We 
need to work toward restructuring our 
schools accordingly. The failing status quo is 
unaffordable

7AGES�HAVE�LONG�DIVERGED�FROM�INlATING�
home prices and it is driving cost of 
living to critical extremes. Too many of 
us are just a missed paycheck away from 
grim circumstances. We can’t raise taxes. 
4HE�3TATES��BANKRUPTCY�NEEDS�TO�BE�kXED�
like all Bankruptcies. Restore Oregon’s 
CREDIT�BY�IMPOSING�VERIkABLE�AUSTERITY�
measures designed to maintain schools 
and infrastructure assets while assuring 
an  attractive business climate. We need to 
act now. Another recession would be truly 
serious.

Candidate did not respond by deadline. 

District 26

 Republican

Chuck Thomsen
chuckthomsen.com

Throughout my entire career this has been 
a priority for me. Workforce investment 
IS�CRUCIAL��AND�)�AM�ALWAYS�SUPPORTIVE�OF�
allocating more funding toward career-
technical and vocational education. Many 
OF�YOU�REMEMBER�-EASURE�����IT�PASSED�
OVERWHELMINGLY��)T�CREATED�A�MANDATE�FOR�
MORE�JOB�TRAINING�IN�SCHOOLS��)�WAS�ONE�
of only a few legislators who continued to 
champion it when it came time to actually 
implement this policy. We still have a lot of 
work to do.

Oregon’s State Budget has seen incredible 
GROWTH��)F�YOU�TRACK�OUR�REVENUE�OVER�THE�
past two decades, you understand this. The 
key is to fully fund services that are essential 
kRST��AND�NOT�KEEP�USING�BUDGETS�LIKE�+���
as bargaining tools for revenue increases. 
)�WILL�CONTINUE�TO�PURSUE�FULLY�FUNDING�
+����(IGHER�%D��AND�0UBLIC�3AFETY�kRST�AND
foremost. Just like with basic household
budgeting, there are priorities that cannot be
IGNORED��)�kRST�MADE�THIS�PROMISE�IN������
and have held true.

)�M�A�#O#HAIR�OF�THE�#OLUMBIA�'ORGE�
&IRE�2ECOVERY�4EAM��AND�HAVE�BEEN�ACTIVELY�
involved working with Gov. Brown and 
other colleagues on handling the aftermath 
OF�THE�WILDkRE��)�WAS�ABLE�TO�SECURE�ECONOMIC�
recovery funding in the short session, and 
we have all taken steps to give our local 
kRE�DEPARTMENTS�MORE�FUNDING�AND�TOOLS��)�
have supported numerous seismic upgrade 
programs, and support efforts to mitigate 
lOODING.
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 Democrat

Rob Wagner
ROBWAGNERFOROREGON�COM

Having worked in education policy for over 
���YEARS��THIS�IS�AN�ISSUE�AREA�OF�PARTICULAR�
passion.  Oregon needs to invest in wrap-
around supports for students to complete 
high school and move into college or a 
career.  Too many students--especially from 
traditionally under-represented populations-
-face barriers of entry.  The overwhelming
costs related to staying in school to be
addressed, from textbooks to tuition support
to childcare costs.

)�GRADUATED�HIGH�SCHOOL�THE�YEAR�-EASURE�
5 passed.  Since then our revenue structure 
HASN�T�PROVIDED�STABILITY�OR�SUFkCIENT�
resources to support education, senior 
services, health care, veterans, public safety 
or resources for environmental protection.  
Oregon has one of the most unstable tax 
SYSTEMS�IN�THE�COUNTRY���)�BELIEVE�THIS�IS�
the time to address our broken system of 
TAXATION�STARTING�CORPORATE�TAX�FAIRNESS���)�
support the Oregon League of Women 
6OTER�S�POSITION�ON�kSCAL�POLICY

)�SUPPORT�ADDITIONAL�INVESTMENT�ON�THE�
recommendation of the Oregon Seismic 
3AFETY�0OLICY�!DVISORY�#OMMISSION���)N�
addition to critical investments in our 
infrastructure - from bridges to schools - we 
need a united Oregon to support earth-
quake education, and funding for additional 
RESEARCH���7ILDkRE�MITIGATION�IS�ALSO�DIRECTLY�
related to healthy forests.  Oregon needs to 
lead the nation in addressing carbon 
pollution and while creating sustainable 
careers in clean energy jobs.

District 17

State Senators - Democrat
4ERM�� ��9EARS
3ALARY�� ������� What steps will you take to 

ensure more Oregonians are 
TXDOL¿HG�DQG�KLUHG�IRU�

Oregon jobs?

Oregon traditionally has a 
budget shortfall. How will you 

address this challenge?

What do you recommend to 
make Oregon’s infrastructure 
and population more resilient 

WR�VHLVPLF��ÀRRG�DQG�
ZLOG¿UH�GLVDVWHUV"

4HE�kRST�����CHARACTERS�OF�
each reply to these questions 

are printed as received with 

no corrections.

District 19

District 16

Democrat   Betsy Johnson - betsy@betsyjohnson.com                          #ANDIDATE�DID�NOT�RESPOND�BY�DEADLINE

 Democrat

Elizabeth Steiner 
Hayward 
ELIZABETHFOROREGON�COM

!S�A�HEALTHCARE�PROFESSIONAL��)�SEE�THE�
value in investing in local training, and in 
statewide investments that will serve the 
State’s healthcare needs--for Oregonians, 
and by Oregonians. As the Co-Chair of 
THE�(UMAN�3ERVICES�3UBCOMMITTEE��)�WORK�
to create sustainable, long-term jobs, and 
to avoid employee turnover by ensuring 
APPROPRIATE�BENEkTS��WORKER�SAFETY�AND�
providing training and support networks for 
workers.

While many of my colleagues are focused 
on increasing revenue, my focus is much 
more on how to save before we spend. 
)�AM�CERTAINLY�SUPPORTIVE�OF�NEW�AND�
sustainable revenue streams to help us with 
our unfunded pension liability, education, 
and other priorities, but am much more 
interested in re-evaluating current state 
systems, identifying systemic overlap, and 
ESTABLISHING�MORE�PRODUCTIVE�AND�EFkCIENT�
ways of serving Oregonians.

Oregon must leverage federal dollars for 
infrastructure projects. The State has an 
opportunity through bonding to invest in 
seismic safety for schools, hospitals and 
ROADS��)T�S�ALSO�IMPORTANT�TO�CONSIDER�THE�
creation of long-term investments that pay 
off both for our economy and the safety of 
Oregonians, through local jobs and projects 
that will help prevent catastrophic damage 
IN�THE�EVENT�OF�NATURAL�DISASTERS��&INALLY��WE�
must continue public education on the need 
for individual preparedness.
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State Senator - Democrat �CONTINUED
4ERM�� ��9EARS
3ALARY�� ������� What steps will you take to 

ensure more Oregonians are 
TXDOL¿HG�DQG�KLUHG�IRU�

Oregon jobs?

Oregon traditionally has a 
budget shortfall. How will you 

address this challenge?

What do you recommend to 
make Oregon’s infrastructure 
and population more resilient 

WR�VHLVPLF��ÀRRG�DQG�
ZLOG¿UH�GLVDVWHUV"

4HE�kRST�����CHARACTERS�OF�
each reply to these questions 

are printed as received with 

no corrections.

Democrat

Rod Monroe
rodmonroe.com

As one of the authors of the ”Oregon 
0ROMISEu�AND�A�LIFELONG�EDUCATOR��)�KNOW�
that Community Colleges are that the heart 
of workforce development. The “Oregon 
Promise” provides free Community College 
tuition for recent high school graduates that 
HAVE�ATTAINED�AT�LEAST�A�����'0!��)�HAVE�BEEN�
endorsed by the Oregon State Building and 
Construction Trades Council because they 
respect my ability to promote and develop 
FAMILY�WAGE�JOBS��)�STRONGLY�ENDORSED�AND�
SECURED�FUNDING�FOR�-EASURE�������

Oregon’s structural shortfall is essentially a 
revenue problem.  Oregon’s corporate taxes 
are among the lowest in the nation.  Also, 
Oregon’s beer and cigarette taxes  are among 
the lowest in the nation. To properly fund 
education, mental health, public safety and 
human service needs we should  increase 
REVENUE�FROM�ALL�THREE�OF�THESE�SOURCES���)�
will support any progressive revenue increase 
to meet this challenge.

As the only State Senator to serve on all 
THREE������4RANSPORTATION�COMMITTEES��)�WAS�
PROUD�TO�PLAY�A�SIGNIkCANT�ROLE�IN�
DEVELOPING�THE�����"ILLION�$OLLAR�
4RANSPORTATION�AND�4RANSIT�)NFRASTRUCTURE�
Package. As the co-chair of the Education 
3UBCOMMITTEE�OF�7AYS�AND�-EANS��)�WORKED�
to provide funding for bonds for seismic 
improvements to our schools and colleges. 
Climate change is increasing the cost of 
kGHTING�WILDkRES��7E�MUST�CONTINUE�OUR�
efforts to promote healthy forests.

District 24

 Democrat

+AYSE�*AMA
KAYSEJAMA�COM

Successful employment initiatives and 
policies must simultaneously focus on 
education, job preparation, economic equity, 
and environmental sustainability. 
Working with the trades, education partners 
and homegrown businesses, we can prepare 
/REGONIANS�FOR�THE���ST�#ENTURY�JOB�MARKET��
4HIS�BEGINS�WITH�INVESTING�IN�PRE+�THROUGH�
higher education, addressing the 
achievement gap, and focusing on STEAM, 
CTE, and training Oregonians of all ages and 
backgrounds for the green jobs of the future.

Our corporate tax rate is dead last in the 
5NITED�3TATES��LEAVING�US�TRAPPED�IN�A�CYCLE�OF�
adjusting a budget that is fundamentally 
failing us. We need to reevaluate and 
reexamine our potential revenue sources. We 
cannot continue to ask that hard-working 
Oregonians bear the majority of the tax 
burden for funding all of the programs in 
THE�STATE��)N�ORDER�TO�INCREASE�REVENUE�AND�
fund key programs, we need to create a fair 
and balanced taxation system in which 
corporations pay their fair share.

This is urgent, as climate change increases 
OUR�RISK��7E�MUST���	�&UND�INFRASTRUCTURE�
upgrades, ensuring all projects meet seismic 
REQUIREMENTS��	�)NCENT�HOMEOWNERS�TO�
RETROkT�HOMES�THROUGH�TAX�CREDITS�
�	 5PGRADE�WARNING�SYSTEMS�AND�PREPARE
immigrants/refugees with linguistically and
CULTURALLY�APPROPRIATE�EDUCATION��	�%NSURE
that all emergency systems and agencies are
coordinated with necessary tools to help
communities 5) Proactively secure needed
relief funding ahead of major disasters

Democrat

3HEMIA�&AGAN 
FAGANFOROREGON�COM

My father was a single parent who struggled 
to provide food and healthcare for my 
brothers and me. He told me that an 
education is the surest way out of poverty, 
and it stuck. Because of great Oregon schools 
)�GRADUATED�HIGH�SCHOOL��PUT�MYSELF�THROUGH�
COLLEGE�AND�LAW�SCHOOL��AND�TODAY�)�PRACTICE�
as a civil rights attorney. Making sure our 
CHILDREN�GROW�UP�TO�BE�QUALIkED�FOR�JOBS�
starts with fully funding our schools, that’s 
why it’s one of my top priorities if elected.

)F�ELECTED��)�WILL�PURSUE�TWO�SOLUTIONS��/NE�IS�
a corporate tax. We must make corporations 
pay their fair share in Oregon. Time is up. 
Second, droves of tax credits for the wealthy 
WERE�PASSED�IN�/REGON�IN�THE����S�AND�
haven’t been reviewed for decades. We need 
dedicated and diverse leaders to reassess our 
tax system. We’re not going to see that day 
come unless we disrupt the old boys club in 
THE�/REGON�3ENATE��4HAT�S�WHY�)�M�RUNNING�

Climate change is real. We can’t build 
BUILDINGS�LIKE�WE�DID�����EVEN�TEN�YEARS�
ago. We can’t turn a blind eye to our unsafe 
bridges. We can’t allow for any oversight 
when it comes to wooded areas, not even 
A�SINGLE�MATCHSTICK��)�M�NOT�AN�URBAN�
PLANNER��)�M�NOT�A�BRIDGE�BUILDER��)�M�NOT�
A�kREWOMAN�BUT�)�KNOW�THAT�OUR�RESILIENCY�
depends on a two-pronged approach that 
is informed by those experts. We need to 
preserve what we have, and ensure that our 
future is guided by science and data.
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4ERM�� ��9EARS
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ensure more Oregonians are 
TXDOL¿HG�DQG�KLUHG�IRU�

Oregon jobs?

Oregon traditionally has a 
budget shortfall. How will you 

address this challenge?

What do you recommend to 
make Oregon’s infrastructure 
and population more resilient 
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District 26 

 Democrat

Chrissy Reitz 
CHRISSYFOROREGON�COM

!S�A�SCHOOL�BOARD�MEMBER��)�HAVE�SEEN�
kRSTHAND�THE�ROLE�THAT�EDUCATION�PLAYS�IN�
providing a foundation for success. A quality 
public education is critical in helping young 
Oregonians thrive, and for businesses in 
HIRING�QUALIkED�WORKERS��3TABLE�FUNDING�
for schools, access to Career-Technical 
Education, increased emphasis on STEM 
programs, and partnerships between 
INDUSTRY�AND�EDUCATION�ARE�ALL�POLICIES�)�WILL�
prioritize to ensure graduates are prepared 
for entering the workforce.

4O�ADDRESS�BUDGETARY�ISSUES��WE�MUST�kRST�
kND�THOUGHTFUL�WAYS�TO�ADDRESS�OUR�LACK�OF�
REVENUE��)�AM�IN�FAVOR�OF�UPDATING�/REGON�S�
tax code in ways that make the system more 
equitable for working families and to hold 
large corporations accountable for paying 
THEIR�FAIR�SHARE��7HEN�ELECTED��)�WILL�WORK�
closely with my colleagues and various 
STAKEHOLDERS�TO�kND�THE�BEST�PATH�FORWARD��
We must also increase accountability when 
allocating state funds, ensuring taxpayer 
dollars are spent wisely.

As a long-time resident of the Hood 
River Valley, this issue is very personal 
to me. Strategic, targeted investments in 
transportation, safe rail travel, infrastructure, 
and emergency services are critical to 
ensuring Oregon’s roads and bridges are 
RETROkTTED�FOR�NATURAL�DISASTERS��AND�IN�THE�
case of emergencies, local residents have the 
resources they need to reach safety. When 
CONSIDERING�LEGISLATION��)�WILL�ALWAYS�ASK�
myself what is best for keeping Oregonians 
safe and our state healthy.

 State Senator - Democrat �CONTINUED
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District 35

State Representatives - Republican
4ERM�� ��9EARS
3ALARY�� �������
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District 31

 Republican   Brian G. Stout

 Republican   Elizabeth J. Reye 

 Republican

"OB�.IEMEYER�
bobniemeyer.com

Every child is different. We need to admit 
that children are different and different 
forms of education are a must for their 
development. Only a system of charter 
schools can provide the different forms 
of education that will work for providing 
education for all of Oregon’s children. We 
further need to institute a voucher program 
that will give the parents the ability to get 
their children into the schools that work best 
for their children.

Oregon’s budget shortfall has been a 
“Tradition” long enough. Wasting tax dollars 
on useless efforts does not build a future for 
anybody. Short term gains in tax revenues 
only take away from future revenues that 
could have been far better collected from a 
productive Oregon instead of an over taxed, 
over regulated, and over-burdened society.

The laws and regulations about seismic 
construction are in place now. We must 
admit that there is a limit to how much of a 
disaster we can afford to handle by selecting 
the limit of how large of an earthquake that 
we are willing to protect ourselves from. 
)�DO�NOT�KNOW�WHAT�THAT�LIMIT�SHOULD�BE��
However we must decide and stick with that 
limit. And that limit should be set by the 
,EGISLATURE���3AME�FOR�lOODING�AND�WILDkRE��
Set limits to what the people of the state can 
expect.

District 48
#ANDIDATE�DID�NOT�RESPOND�BY�DEADLINE Republican   3ONNY�9ELLOTT

District 49
#ANDIDATE�DID�NOT�RESPOND�BY�DEADLINE Republican   Justin Hwang

 Republican

,ORI�#HAVEZ$E2EMER�
,ORI#HAVEZ$E2EMER�COM

One, we need listen to our businesses as to 
where their gap is in the system of skilled 
workers; having them identify how many 
WORKERS�THEY�WILL�NEED�IN�THE�NEXT�����
YEARS�AND�WHAT�ARE�THE�SKILLS�OR�CERTIkCATES�
required to get started. Two, start the path 
of success in middle school, not in high 
school.  That way when in high school we 
CAN�IDENTIFY��YEAR�COLLEGE�DEGREE�STUDENTS��
TWOYEAR�COLLEGE�DEGREE�AND�CERTIkCATE�BASED�
students. Essentially have a match program.

)T�DOESN�T�HAVE�TO�BE�THIS�WAY��/UR�STATE�
has been posting record revenue and has 
INCREASED�BY�MORE�THAN�����SINCE������
despite our budget shortfalls in recent 
years. We have to pull back on regulation, 
stop overtaxing small businesses, and 
start creating more opportunities for 
ENTREPRENEURS���7HILE�)�THINK�IT�S�VITAL�AND�
important to fund our state’s programs like 
Medicaid, we need a vision and a goal for 
what the outcome of these types of measures 
are. We need to serve as well as solve. 

4HE�"IG�#ASCADIA�NUMBERS�SHOW�THAT�����
EARTHQUAKE�WILL�CAUSE�������BILLION�DOLLARS�
IN�BUILDING�DAMAGE�AND�KILL�������PEOPLE�
IN�THE�TRICOUNTY�AREA��)�CAN�SPEAK�TO�WHAT�
Happy Valley has done and what we still 
need to do. Our city plans for landslides and 
building failure. All cities will need a robust 
Emergency plan. We will have to insist that 
#ONGRESS�CONTINUE�TO�kND�THE�.ATIONAL�
)NSURANCE�&LOOD�0ROGRAM��,ASTLY��WE��ALWAYS�
need to have a reserve to replace and rebuild 
AFTER�WILDkRES�

District 51

What steps will you take to 
ensure more Oregonians are 

TXDOL¿HG�DQG�KLUHG�IRU�
Oregon jobs?

Oregon traditionally has a 
budget shortfall. How will you 

address this challenge?

What do you recommend to 
make Oregon’s infrastructure 
and population more resilient 

WR�VHLVPLF��ÀRRG�DQG�
ZLOG¿UH�GLVDVWHUV"

District 33

#ANDIDATE�DID�NOT�RESPOND�BY�DEADLINE

#ANDIDATE�DID�NOT�RESPOND�BY�DEADLINE
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District 52
#ANDIDATE�DID�NOT�RESPOND�BY�DEADLINE Republican   Jeff Helfrich

4ERM�� ��9EARS
3ALARY�� �������
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State Representatives - Democrat
4ERM�� ��9EARS
3ALARY�� �������

4HE�kRST�����CHARACTERS�OF�
each reply to these questions 

are printed as received with 

no corrections.

District 27
 Democrat

Sheri Malstrom 
sherimalstrom.com

My son is a recruiter for tech businesses out 
of Washington County, largely because our 
schools are not producing graduates that 
have the hard skills to meet the growing 
demand for engineers of all varieties. We as a 
state need to do a better job of preparing our 
STUDENTS�FOR�THE���ST�CENTURY�ECONOMY��WHICH�
DEMANDS�lEXIBLE��TECH�SAVVY�PROFESSIONALS��
and as the State Representative for Oregon 
(OUSE�$ISTRICT�����)�AM�COMMITTED�TO�
working with my colleagues to improve our 
education system.

!S�A�FRESHMAN�LEGISLATOR�)�HAVE�BEEN�A�VOCAL�
advocate for tax reform in our state. Every tax 
break and tax credit we approve means fewer 
dollars for our school; tax incentives should 
only be distributed to support behavior 
THAT�ENCOURAGES�SUBSTANTIAL�BENEkTS�TO�OUR�
communities. our state needs increased 
revenue to fund our basic services.  Beyond 
raising revenue, and reapportioning our tax 
burden to respect basic fairness, the state 
must also make bold decisions regarding our 
tax incentives.

Oregon must make fundamental 
INVESTMENTS�IN�SEISMIC�READINESS�AND�WILDkRE�
prevention. The Oregon legislature has 
begun these investments, through private-
public investments in seismic rehabilitation 
�3"���������	��THE�ESTABLISHMENT�OF�A�STATE�
2ESILIENCE�/FkCE��("�����������	��A�GRANT�
program to provide rural communities with 
PUBLIC�SAFETY�RESOURCES��("�����������	��
AND�RETROkTTING�INTRACOMMUNITY�BRIDGES�FOR�
SEISMIC�READINESS��("�����������	��BUT�MORE�
needs to be done to prepare our state.

District 31

 Democrat

Brad Witt
VOTEBRADWITT�COM

)�WILL�CONTINUE�MY�EFFORTS�IN�BIPARTISAN�
coordination to steadily increase funding 
in pursuit of the Quality Education Model.  
Within this funding scheme we must not 
underestimate the power of STEM/STEAM 
curriculum and making sure that youth have 
access to skill and trade-based opportunities. 
We must continue encouraging trade and 
craft career paths, through Career and Tech 
%D�#4%	�FUNDING���(AVING�PASSED�THE�kRST�
#4%�BILL�IN�/REGON�A�DECADE�AGO��)�WILL�
continue to advocate for these programs.

Oregon needs to take a hard look at tax 
credits, deductions and exemptions to ensure 
that we deliver a good value for the tax 
dollars collected. Simply put, our state needs 
to stop giving away more money than it 
keeps as tax revenue.   Oregon is also facing 
ever increasing strains from unsustainable 
PERS obligations, we need fair and balanced 
SOLUTIONS��.OW�WE�MUST�FOCUS�ON�GROWING�A�
healthy economy that supports middle class 
jobs for a solid tax base and local spending.

4O�ADDRESS�lOOD�AND�WILDkRE�RESILIENCE�WE�
MUST�ADDRESS�CLIMATE�CHANGE��)�INTEND�TO�
INTRODUCE�LEGISLATION�IN������TO�ACTIVELY�
address reducing carbon emissions. To 
increase our resilience statewide, Oregon 
MUST�INVEST�IN�THE�OFkCE�OF�%MERGENCY�
Management and, more critically, the 
CAPACITY�OF�LOCAL�kRST�RESPONDERS�AND�
coordinating councils. Many communities 
are at work on plans for response to the 
Cascadia Event and other natural and man-
made disasters. We need to support these 
efforts.

State Representative - Republican �CONTINUED

What steps will you take to 
ensure more Oregonians are 

TXDOL¿HG�DQG�KLUHG�IRU�
Oregon jobs?

Oregon traditionally has a 
budget shortfall. How will you 

address this challenge?

What do you recommend to 
make Oregon’s infrastructure 
and population more resilient 

WR�VHLVPLF��ÀRRG�DQG�
ZLOG¿UH�GLVDVWHUV"

What do you recommend to 
make Oregon’s infrastructure 
and population more resilient 

WR�VHLVPLF��ÀRRG�DQG�
ZLOG¿UH�GLVDVWHUV"

Oregon traditionally has a 
budget shortfall. How will you 

address this challenge?

What steps will you take to 
ensure more Oregonians are 

TXDOL¿HG�DQG�KLUHG�IRU�
Oregon jobs?
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District 33
#ANDIDATE�DID�NOT�RESPOND�BY�DEADLINE Democrat   Mitch Greenlick

State Representatives - Democrat �CONTINUED
4ERM�� ��9EARS
3ALARY�� �������
4HE�kRST�����CHARACTERS�OF�

each reply to these questions 

are printed as received with 

no corrections.

District 35

 Democrat

-ARGARET�$OHERTY
margaretdoherty.com

!S�A�FORMER�TEACHER��)�BELIEVE�A�STRONG�
education helps ensure Oregonians 
have access to careers in high skill and 
high wage sectors. Throughout my time 
IN�THE�/REGON�,EGISLATURE�)�HAVE�VOTED�
multiple times to expand access to Career 
AND�4ECHNICAL�%DUCATION��AND�)�CONTINUE�
to see this as a resource to connect our 
youngest Oregonians to the job market. 
!DDITIONALLY�)�M�A�STRONG�ADVOCATE�FOR�THE�
LABOR�MOVEMENT��WHICH�)�BELIEVE�IS�VITAL�TO�
training and connecting Oregonians with 
family wage jobs. 

Simply put, Oregon has an inequitable tax 
system--hard working Oregonian families 
are shouldering the costs of big corporations 
not paying their fair share in taxes. We must 
CHANGE�THIS��)�WOULD��AS�)�HAVE�IN�THE�PAST��
support raising corporate taxes to pay for 
vital services, like healthcare and education, 
IN�/REGON��)�BELIEVE�STRONGLY�THAT�WE�CAN�T�
LEAVE�THE������SESSION�WITHOUT�MEANINGFUL�
revenue reform.

)�VOTED�FOR�("������IN�THE������,EGISLATIVE�
session, which made critical investments 
in our infrastructure, including seismic 
RETROkTTING�OF�/REGON�S�BRIDGES��4HOUGH��WE�
must make additional investments and take 
additional actions to prepare for a seismic 
disaster. With climate change contributing 
TO�INCREASED�WILDkRES��)�BELIEVE�WE�MUST�
take action to address carbon emissions and 
invest in clean energy jobs in addition to 
making investments to address crisis when 
it strikes.

District 36
 Democrat

Jennifer Williamson
JENNIFERFOROREGON�COM

)T�IS�VITAL�FOR�THE�LEGISLATURE�TO�ENSURE�THAT�
OUR�+���AND�POSTSECONDARY�INSTITUTIONS�ARE�
providing our citizens with the training they 
need to be successful within our ever-chang-
ing economy. This starts by making sure 
that we are properly funding our schools. 
The Joint Committee on Student Success is 
embarking on a statewide tour right now to 
view successful models of education, and 
seek ways to establish adequate and sustain-
able sources of funding.

Comprehensive tax reform would be a 
SIGNIkCANT�STEP�TOWARDS�STABLE�FUNDING�FOR�
BASIC�SERVICES��)T�IS�CRITICAL�THIS�REFORM�BE�
progressive to ensure that everyone pays 
their fair share and it does not place the 
burden on those who can least afford it.

)�AM�PLEASED�WE�WERE�ABLE�TO�MAKE�
SIGNIkCANT�INVESTMENTS�THIS�LEGISLATIVE�
session to aid rural communities in 
resiliency planning and aid the recovery of 
communities following devastating forest 
kRES��)�ALSO�SUPPORTED�(OUSE�"ILL������
DURING�THE������LEGISLATIVE�SESSION��WHICH�
will make billions of dollars in investments 
in Oregon’s transportation infrastructure.

District 41
 Democrat

+ARIN�0OWER
KARINPOWER�COM

This past session, the Oregon Legislature 
made major investments in existing four year 
universities’ programs, and is looking ahead 
TO�THE������SESSION�TO�FURTHER�WORK�ON�
community college tuition affordability. A 
key component of our work in the coming 
years will be to continue to ensure that our 
educational and practical skills programs 
align with the skills and experiences that 
employers need so that graduates can hit the 
ground running in Oregon.

Oregon’s system of revenue and taxes is 
UNSUSTAINABLE��&ROM�AN�INEQUITABLE�LOCAL�
property tax system that largely shifted the 
RESPONSIBILITY�OF�+���FUNDING�FROM�LOCAL�
property taxes to the state, to a state budget 
system that is run predominantly through 
personal income taxes, Oregon has a system 
THAT�NO�OTHER�STATE�IS�LOOKING�TO�COPY��)N�
������)�ADVOCATED�FOR�A�PRAGMATIC�REVENUE�
reform bill that would have dedicated all 
new revenue to education, and will continue 
to advocate for reform.

Large-scale resiliency projects are expensive, 
and without a dedicated revenue source to 
enable seismic and adaptation upgrades, 
any other approach will continue to be 
PIECEMEAL��4HIS�IS�WHY�IN�������)�WILL�kGHT�
hard to pass a clean energy jobs bill that 
squarely addresses the climate change. The 
cost of extreme, climate change and 
WEATHERINDUCED�DISASTERS�COST�THE�5NITED�
3TATE������BILLION�DOLLARS�IN������ALONE��7E�
simply cannot afford inaction any longer.

What steps will you take to 
ensure more Oregonians are 

TXDOL¿HG�DQG�KLUHG�IRU�
Oregon jobs?

Oregon traditionally has a 
budget shortfall. How will you 

address this challenge?

What do you recommend to 
make Oregon’s infrastructure 
and population more resilient 

WR�VHLVPLF��ÀRRG�DQG�
ZLOG¿UH�GLVDVWHUV"
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District 43
 Democrat

Tawna Sanchez
TAWNASANCHEZ�COM

We must do a better job of funding our 
EDUCATION�SYSTEM��FROM�+0H$��INCLUDING�
greater investments in technical education.

)�CONTINUE�TO�HAVE�GREAT�CONCERNS�REGARDING�
the structure and reliability of our state 
revenue stream, and support efforts to ensure 
corporations pay their fair-share in taxes.

We must continue to make - and make further 
- investments in our transportation and
emergency communications infrastructure. We
must be more prepared than we currently are.

District 42
#ANDIDATE�DID�NOT�RESPOND�BY�DEADLINE Democrat �2OB�.OSSE

District 44

#ANDIDATE�DID�NOT�RESPOND�BY�DEADLINE Democrat   4INA�+OTEK

What steps will you take to 
ensure more Oregonians are 

TXDOL¿HG�DQG�KLUHG�IRU�
Oregon jobs?

Oregon traditionally has a 
budget shortfall. How will you 

address this challenge?

What do you recommend to 
make Oregon’s infrastructure 
and population more resilient 

WR�VHLVPLF��ÀRRG�DQG�
ZLOG¿UH�GLVDVWHUV"

 Democrat

Barbara Smith Warner
BARBARASMITHWARNER�COM

The long-term, systemic underfunding of 
public education continues to be the greatest 
challenge to getting enough Oregonians 
QUALIkED�FOR�/REGON�JOBS��5NTIL�WE�COMMIT�
to and establish a fair, stable revenue system 
with a dedicated source of funding for 
education, from pre-school to higher ed, we 
will continue to shortchange our students, 
our economy, and our state.

We need a revenue system that is stable and 
fair, and that tracks the economic growth of 
our state.

We must continue wise planning and a 
strong regulatory structure. This means 
BUILDING�CODES�AND�TAX�INCENTIVES�TO�RETROkT�
for seismic; land use laws that balance 
development with agriculture and other 
needs; and the forest product industry 
PAYING�ITS�WAY�AND�PLANNING�FOR�BOTH�kRE�
PREVENTION�AND�kRE�kGHTING�

District 45 
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District 46
 Democrat

!LISSA�+ENY'UYER
alissakenyguyer.com

We need to invest in education from early 
childhood (including early intervention for 
kids with developmental delays and quality 
child care) through higher ed (including 
career technical education during and post 
high school). 

We need to ensure that all public projects 
have apprenticeship opportunities, and 
HIRE�LOCALLY�THROUGH�#OMMUNITY�"ENEkT�
Agreements. 

Schools and higher ed should partner with 
private sector enterprises.

Raising revenue is my top priority. The 
legislature needs to:
�	 0ASS�COMPREHENSIVE�REVENUE�REFORM�BY
INCREASING�THE�CORPORATE�TAX��)�FOUGHT�HARD
FOR�THIS�DURING�THE������LEGISLATIVE�SESSION
AND�)�VIGOROUSLY�CAMPAIGNED�FOR�-EASURE
���
�	 2EFORM�MORTGAGE�INTEREST�DEDUCTION��SINCE
����GOES�TO�THE�TOP�����INCOME�EARNERS�
including for high end homes and even
vacation homes. We need to cap it.
�	 )NCREASE�THE�TOBACCO�TAX�BY����PACK��WITH
equivalent increases in cigar and e-cigarette 
taxes.

)N�������WE�PASSED�A�MULTIYEAR������BILLION�
transportation infrastructure package and 
tripled the funding for seismic upgrades for 
+���SCHOOLS��BUT�WE�STILL�HAVE�A�LONG�WAY�TO
go!

4O�PROPERLY�PREPARE�FOR�lOODS��WILDkRES�AND�
climate change impacts, we must develop 
smart sustainable strategies for managing 
our forests and water. We must pass the 
#LEAN�%NERGY�*OBS��#AP�AND�)NVEST	�BILL�TO�
put a price on the carbon that contributes 
TO�WILDkRES��AND�INVEST�IT�IN�SUSTAINABLE�
strategies.

District 48
 Democrat

Jeff Reardon
REARDONFOROREGON�COM

As Chair of the House Higher Education and 
7ORKFORCE�$EVELOPMENT�#OMMITTEE��)�AM�
in a position to guide policy that helps put 
more and more Oregonians on a pathway 
TO�A�CAREER��AND�NOT�JUST�ANOTHER�JOB���)�HAVE�
helped increase funding for CTE (career 
technical education) Revitalization Grants, 
which has provided funding for more career-
related classes across the state and provided 
ADDITIONAL�FUNDING�FOR�THEIR�OPERATION���)�
also worked hard to ensure last year’s 
-EASURE����WAS�IMPLEMENTED�FULLY�

Our reliance on personal income tax means 
that state revenue declines when it’s most 
NEEDED��WHICH�IS�DURING�A�RECESSION���)�WOULD�
SUPPORT�EFFORTS�THAT�STARTED�IN�THE������
session to increase revenue by some sort 
of consumption tax, such as the Corporate 
Activity Tax or a limited, capped sales tax.

We also have major cost drivers that need 
further reductions, which has been extremely 
DIFkCULT���)F�WE�DO�NOTHING��THE�0%23��0UBLIC�
Employee Retirement System) will consume 
���PERCENT�OF�BUDGETS���

5LTIMATELY��CLIMATE�CHANGE�IS�THE�BIGGEST�
threat to our wellbeing and we need to do 
more to reduce our carbon emissions and 
PROTECT�OUR�NATURAL�RESOURCES��)N�THE������
session we established a joint committee 
that builds on the work we tried to 
accomplish with the Clean Energy Jobs bill. 
We will continue to mitigate our impacts on 
the environment.

The Cascadia Subduction Zone and the last 
several years of tumultuous, blanketed forest 
kRES�ACROSS�THE�STATE�HAS�SPARKED�MUCH
needed discussions abou

District 47
#ANDIDATE�DID�NOT�RESPOND�BY�DEADLINE Democrat   $IEGO�(ERNANDEZ

What steps will you take to 
ensure more Oregonians are 

TXDOL¿HG�DQG�KLUHG�IRU�
Oregon jobs?

Oregon traditionally has a 
budget shortfall. How will you 

address this challenge?

What do you recommend to 
make Oregon’s infrastructure 
and population more resilient 

WR�VHLVPLF��ÀRRG�DQG�
ZLOG¿UH�GLVDVWHUV"

District 45 - continued

 Democrat

 Jamie Woods
�OREGONIAN�WOODS�COM

We can’t. Half the jobs held today are 
likely to be automated (https://www.
BLOOMBERG�COM�GRAPHICS�����JOBRISK�	�
in the near future.  We would have to 
BUILD�A�CAMPUS�JUST�TO�RETRAIN��������TRUCK�
drivers. We need to start building Basic 
)NCOME�3UPPORT�AND�ADD�ONE�ADDITIONAL�
use to the unemployment insurance fund -- 
relocation. That will help those stuck in high 
unemployment areas move to where the jobs 
are located.

)N�ADDITION�TO�THE�REVENUE�PROVIDED�/REGON�
Cap and Trade bill, which should pass in 
THE������SESSION��THE�&EDERAL�4AX�BILL�MAY�
provide opportunities to increase state 
REVENUE�AS�WE�ADAPT�TO�THE�#&2S�THAT�THE�)23�
implements.
)�AM�ALSO�SUPPORT�A�GROSS�RECEIPTS�TAX��SIMILAR�
TO�-EASURE�����AS�WELL�AS�SOME�DOING
more-with-what-we-have changes to the 
+���FUNDING�FORMULA�BY�ADDING�A�FRACTION�
of teacher salaries to the existing formula, 
providing more equal class sizes across the 
state.

The Oregon Resilience Plan provides a gap 
analysis of what we need to do to prepare. 
&ULkLLING�THAT�PLAN�AND�USING�THE�HIGHWAY
tied cap and trade revenue to strengthen 
highway infrastructure required to access the 
most impacted coastal areas, would help us 
PREPARE�FOR�A�#ASCADIA�EVENT��)�ALSO�SUPPORT�
REVISION�OF�OUR�WATER�RIGHTS�LAW��/23������TO�
provide for a volumetric water rights tax to 
encourage agricultural water conservation 
similar to other Western states.
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District 50
 Democrat

Carla C Piluso 
CARLAPILUSO�COM

�� )NCREASE�OUR�INVESTMENTS�IN�EDUCATION�
3TRONG�+����UNIVERSITY��AND�CAREER�TECH
education are important to setting up young
Oregonians for success.
�� 3TRENGTHEN�WORKER�PROTECTIONS��7E�SHOULD
expand paid family leave,
guarantee equal pay, and make
childcare affordable so that those caring for
a family aren’t put on the sidelines.
�� 0ROTECT�TENANTS�AND�FUND�MORE
affordable housing. Evictions and rising
prices cause chaos in people’s lives and push
them further away from where the jobs are.

Our government works hard to ensure that 
every dollar is spent wisely, but we are 
already unable to make sustained 
investments in education and other essential 
services with the resources we have 
available. We should be discussing new tools 
TO�RAISE�REVENUE��)�BELIEVE�ONE�COMPONENT�OF�
the solution should be big businesses. Large 
BUSINESSES�BENEkT�FROM�THE�SCHOOLS��ROADS��
and services that make Oregon a good place 
to do business, and they should be paying 
their fair share.

)�APPLAUD�THE�ATTENTION�ALREADY�BEING�PAID�TO�
this issue, such as Governor Brown’s recently 
APPOINTED�3TATE�2ESILIENCE�/FkCER�AND�OUR�
5�3��CONGRESSIONAL�DELEGATION�S�WORK�FUNDING�
an an earthquake early warning system. As 
state legislators, we should continue to fund 
URGENT�NEEDS�SUCH�AS�THE�ASSISTANCE�FOR�kRE-
kGHTERS�IN�THE�#OLUMBIA�'ORGE�WE�PROVIDED�
last session. We should also discuss how 
state resources can best to prepare 
critical infrastructure for disaster and 
incentivize preparedness.

District 49
#ANDIDATE�DID�NOT�RESPOND�BY�DEADLINE Democrat   Chris Gorsek

District 51
 Democrat

Janelle S Bynum
JANELLEBYNUM�COM

As an employer in my community, the 
symbiotic relationship between our 
education system and our state’s workforce 
readiness is very clear to me. The state and 
the business community must come together 
to develop funding solutions that are fair 
and make the necessary investments so 
students are ready for the economy of the 
future. Oregon is leading the way with career 
AND�TECHNICAL�EDUCATION��AND�)�M�WORKING�TO�
keep us on that path. Apprenticeships and 
internships are bright spots in our system.

Like all families, the effects of our budget 
CHALLENGES�HIT�HOME��)�DRAW�FROM�MY�
BUSINESS�BACKGROUND�WHEN�)�M�AT�THE�TABLE�
WORKING�ON�BUDGET�ISSUES��AND�)�BELIEVE�THAT�
experience has served my district well. 
Revenue reform will continue to be an 
ESSENTIAL�PART�OF�THIS�CONVERSATION��BUT�)�DO�
not believe we can that we can simply tax 
OUR�WAY�OUT�OF�THESE�CHALLENGES��)�WILL�KEEP�
working with my colleagues, on both sides 
OF�THE�AISLE��TO�kND�SOLUTIONS�THAT�ARE�FAIR�AND�
data-driven.

As recent events have shown, our state and 
our communities’ capacity to manage these 
types of events will require investments in 
our infrastructure to ensure that it will stand 
up to natural and human-created disasters. 
Every family and every household ought to 
have a plan in place for these events, and our 
city, county, and state leaders should 
CONTINUE�TO�SUPPORT�AND�TRAIN�OUR�kRST�
responders, as well as share best practices 
with our communities so that recovery can 
begin as soon as possible.

District 52
 Democrat

Aurora del Val
AURORADELVAL�COM

4O�ENSURE�/REGONIANS�ARE�QUALIkED�FOR�
LASTING�EMPLOYMENT��)�WILL�SUPPORT�AND�
maintain educational and career 
PATHWAYS�FOR�ALL�/REGONIANS��)�WILL�STAND�
FOR�A�STRONGER�+COLLEGE�EDUCATIONAL�SYSTEM��
advocate for increased pathways to 
affordable college, career/technical, and 
TRADE�APPRENTICESHIP�OPPORTUNITIES���)�WILL�
expand apprenticeship programs for a wide 
range of occupations, community colleges, 
unions, and businesses with equal access for 
women of all ages.

Slashing taxes for the largest 
corporations in Oregon threatens our 
schools and services.  Corporations are 
not people and should not have the rights 
of people. Oregon has one of the lowest 
CORPORATE�TAX�RATES�IN�THE�NATION��SO�)�WILL�
kGHT�TO�ENSURE�THAT�THEY�PAY�THEIR�FAIR�SHARE�
TO�ADDRESS�OUR�BUDGET�SHORTFALL���)�WILL�ALSO�
support oversight of programs that are not 
kSCALLY�WELL�MANAGED�

)�RECOMMEND�SUPPORTING�STATE�
government planning, coordinating with 
'OVERNOR�S�OFkCE�ADVISORS��/REGON�3EISMIC�
Safety Policy Advisory Committee and with 
professional associations that address 
seismic, building codes, land use, and 
resilience issues. Oregon must invest in 
INFRASTRUCTURE�RETROkTTING�FOR�EARTHQUAKES�
AND�kRES��7E�MUST�PROMOTE�EMERGENCY�
RESPONSE�TRAINING�FOR�kRST�RESPONDERS�AND�THE�
general public as coastal communities have 
done in preparation for tsunami alerts.

What steps will you take to 
ensure more Oregonians are 

TXDOL¿HG�DQG�KLUHG�IRU�
Oregon jobs?

Oregon traditionally has a 
budget shortfall. How will you 

address this challenge?

What do you recommend to 
make Oregon’s infrastructure 
and population more resilient 

WR�VHLVPLF��ÀRRG�DQG�
ZLOG¿UH�GLVDVWHUV"
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District 27

 Independent

Brian Pierson
BRIANPIERSONFOROREGON GMAIL�
com

Leveraging my experience in growing and 
TURNING�AROUND�BUSINESSES��)�LL�FOCUS�ON�TWO�
MAJOR�AREAS���&IRST�WE�MUST�HAVE�MORE�
business investment in Oregon so that 
people can be hired into middle and high-
wage jobs. Second as those jobs are created 
we must ensure that people are educated and 
trained with the skills they need to be able 
TO�kLL�THE�VACANCIES���&IRMS�OF�ALL�SIZES�SHOULD�
be supported by the legislature and state 
agencies so Oregon can maintain a strong 
economy.

We must address both sides of the budget 
- what we spend and what earn.  Just like
households and businesses do, we must
address spending priorities and balance
them with available revenues. My budget
priorities include keeping our families safe,
improving our education system, and
providing infrastructure and a business
environment to help attract employers to
Oregon.  Oregon has more tax revenue than
its ever had, so we must address costs and
fund basic needs over non-essential
spending.

5SING�MY�EXPERIENCE�AS�AN�!RMY�#ORPS�OF�
%NGINEER�OFkCER��)�WOULD�FOCUS�LEGISLATIVES�
recommendations that lead the state forward 
in increasing our disaster preparedness. The 
keys to ensure our population is more 
resilient are in four major areas: planning, 
DEkNED�PREPARATION��COMMUNICATION��AND�
partnership at all levels of government. We 
must update and review our plans regularly 
to ensure that we are ready to protect our 
citizens and property. Government must 
regularly practice resiliency.

What steps will you take to 
ensure more Oregonians are 

TXDOL¿HG�DQG�KLUHG�IRU�
Oregon jobs?

Oregon traditionally has a 
budget shortfall. How will you 

address this challenge?

What do you recommend to 
make Oregon’s infrastructure 
and population more resilient 

WR�VHLVPLF��ÀRRG�DQG�
ZLOG¿UH�GLVDVWHUV"

State Representative - Democrat �CONTINUED
4ERM�� ��9EARS
3ALARY�� �������

4HE�kRST�����CHARACTERS�OF�
each reply to these questions 

are printed as received with 

no corrections.

What steps will you take to 
ensure more Oregonians are 

TXDOL¿HG�DQG�KLUHG�IRU�
Oregon jobs?

Oregon traditionally has a 
budget shortfall. How will you 

address this challenge?

What do you recommend to 
make Oregon’s infrastructure 
and population more resilient 

WR�VHLVPLF��ÀRRG�DQG�
ZLOG¿UH�GLVDVWHUV"

District 52 - continued

                                               #ANDIDATE�DID�NOT�RESPOND�BY�DEADLINE� Democrat   !NNA�+�7ILLIAMS��FRIENDSOFANNAWILLIAMS�COM
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Lynn Peterson
electlynnpeterson.com

We need to develop our cities into 
complete communities before expanding 
THE�5'"��-ANY�OF�OUR�EXPANSIONS�REMAIN�
undeveloped because we cannot provide 
necessary infrastructure. We have 
underdeveloped land along our vital 
transportation routes, which could be great 
places to live and access opportunity. Metro 
has established a new process to look at 
SPECIkC�5'"�EXPANSIONS�OUTSIDE�OF�THE�
NORMAL�kVEYEAR�CYCLE�THAT�HAVE�PREPARED�
viable housing and employment options, 
WHICH�)�SUPPORT�

3ENDING�RECYCLABLE�PRODUCTS�TO�THE�LANDkLL�
is upsetting, and it makes no sense to ship 
our recyclables to China. We need to support 
our local recycling companies and match 
domestic supply and demand. This challeng-
ing moment is an opportunity to grow our 
local economy.

)�SUPPORT�-ETRO�S�EFFORTS�TO�EXAMINE�THE�
life-cycle costs of products, as they’ve done 
with paint. We can advance programs and 
incentives to reduce consumption and waste. 
)�ALSO�SUPPORT�EXPANDING�THE�CURBSIDE�
composting program.

-ETRO�S�%QUITABLE�(OUSING�)NITIATIVE�AND�
Regional Transportation Plan update high-
light our affordability crisis. This positions 
Metro to lead regional funding measures to 
keep our region working for everyone.

-ETRO�S�$IVERSITY�AND�%QUITY�INITIATIVE�IS�
ESSENTIAL��)�PLAN�TO�BUILD�ON�THESE�EFFORTS�AND�
STRENGTHEN�MINORITY�CONTRACTING��)�ADMIRE�
THE�.ATURE�IN�.EIGHBORHOODS�GRANT�
program, focusing on equity and community 
building, providing broad access to nature, 
and building future conservationists.

4ERM�� ��9EARS
3ALARY�� �������� How would you evaluate 

proposals for Urban Growth 
Boundary expansion?

Given China’s new policies 
limiting the types of 

materials it will accept for 
recycling, what other options 

would you recommend for 
reducing the amount of solid 
ZDVWH�JRLQJ�WR�WKH�ODQG¿OO"

Of Metro’s current or 
proposed projects, which do 

you think are the most 
important and why?

4HE�kRST�����CHARACTERS�OF�
each reply to these questions 

are printed as received with 

no corrections.

Portland Metro President

 Nonpartisan
Michael P Langley 
SNAFU��U YAHOO�COM

Actually talk to the residents of the commu-
nities concerned. Honest and inclusive town 
hall meetings before the decision is made. 
Criteria would be immediate economic 
impact and then long-term economic effect. 
Make sure that Oregon owned contractors 
are given a more than fair chance to secure 
THE�CONTRACTS��$ETERMINE�IF�THE�PROJECT�IS�
actually needed or just a self justifying land 
grab and Tr-Met appeasing perpetual project. 
And how will the safety and security of the 
citizens will be addressed.

The problem is the widespread use of plastic. 
A serious rethink of how we do business and 
technology to effectively breakdown plastic. 
Also Metro needs to consider shipping via 
RAIL�AND�NOT�TRUCKING�TO�THE�LANDkLL�IN�7ASH-
ington.

.ONE��-ETRO�AND�ITS�PARTNER�4RI-ET�
(Tri-Metro) need to address safety and 
SECURITY�OF�ITS�PASSENGERS�kRST��4OO�MANY�OF�
Tri-Metro’s are self perpetual self justifying 
projects that just bullies their way into 
existence. Progress is wonderful but the 
DEkNITION�IS�OPEN�TO�INTERPRETATION��!LL�
projects need to be reviewed. Hiatus till 
real transparency occurs. Always remember 
Metro is a government entity.

 Nonpartisan
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District 1
 Nonpartisan

Shirley R Craddick 
shirleycraddick.com

Metro code directs the process the Metro 
#OUNCIL�USES�TO�EVALUATE�PROPOSALS�FOR�5'"�
expansion. Several factors will guide our 
decision: 
• The parcel requested for expansion must
BE�IN�AN�5RBAN�2ESERVE�
• The area requested must have a city
willing to take on the responsibility.
r 4HE�CITY�MUST�HAVE�A�kNANCE�PLAN�TO�BUILD
the infrastructure
• There must be a need for the new parcel
use, and
• The city must prepare a concept plan and
complete a housing and employment
capacity.

China has been the main market for 
recycling for many years. Many changes need 
TO�OCCUR�TO�DEVELOP�A�MARKET�IN�THE�53����
r $EVELOP�AND�BUILD�THE�RECYCLING
technology on this side of the ocean.
Systems that are in place are old and
outdated.
r &OCUS�ON�REDUCING�PLASTIC�PACKAGING�VIA
legislation
r $EVELOP�MORE�PRODUCT�STEWARDSHIP
programs.
• Via legislation ban some plastics, such as
plastic bags.
• Via education help the public be more
discerning separating their recycling to
reduce contam

Housing is critical piece of regional 
infrastructure.  Where someone lives affects 
their ability to access jobs, education, social 
NETWORKS��AND�THEIR�QUALITY�OF�LIFE���4HE�kRST�
steps to prosperity is stable housing and a 
job.  Children that have stable housing are 
more successful in school.  Metro convened 
REGIONAL�PUBLIC��PRIVATE�AND�NOTFORPROkT�
housing stakeholders to coordinate efforts 
and identify solutions to address the acute 
housing shortage in the Portland metro 
region.  We are now

4ERM�� ��9EARS
3ALARY�� �������

4HE�kRST�����CHARACTERS�OF�
each reply to these questions 

are printed as received with 

no corrections.

Portland Metro Councilor

District 2
#ANDIDATE�DID�NOT�RESPOND�BY�DEADLINE Nonpartisan   Carol Pauli 

 Nonpartisan

Joe Buck 
JOEBUCKFORMETRO�COM

)�WOULD�CREATE�AN�ASSESSMENT�TEAM�OF�
transportation experts and urban planners 
to do a study on impacts of expanding the 
5'"���)�WOULD�ASK�WANT�TO�EXPLORE�
ALTERNATIVES�TO�EXPANDING�THE�5'"�TO�SEE�
how we can decrease strain on the 
transportation grid by making improvements 
TO�THE�INFRASTRUCTURE�WE�ALREADY�HAVE���)�
would take a collaborative approach to 
solving complex problems surrounding 
transportation, housing and growth, which 
are all aspects of a potential expansion of the 
5'"�

%LIMINATING�FOOD�WASTE�FROM�LANDkLLS�IS�A�
way that we can cut what goes into our 
LANDkLLS�BY�����RIGHT�OFF�THE�BAT���.EXT��
reducing waste starts with reducing con-
sumption and educating people on choices 
they can make not to use plastic to go 
containers, and offering viable and 
affordable solutions for businesses to reduce 
THEIR�CONSUMPTION�OF�PLASTICS���&INALLY��
plastic already in circulation can be recycled 
or reused locally.  

)�BELIEVE�THAT�THE�-ETRO�2EGIONAL�AREA�
housing funding measure is the most 
important project that Metro is currently 
proposing.  As a business owner and 
EMPLOYER�OF�OVER�����PEOPLE��)�HEAR�kRST
hand every day from my employees about 
the increasing costs of living, and 
DIFkCULTIES�kNDING�AFFORDABLE�HOUSING���)�
think everyone, and especially the least 
fortunate deserve a chance to make a living 
and this starts with creating more affordable 
housing options in Portland.

How would you evaluate 
proposals for Urban Growth 

Boundary expansion?

Given China’s new policies 
limiting the types of 

materials it will accept for 
recycling, what other options 

would you recommend for 
reducing the amount of solid 
ZDVWH�JRLQJ�WR�WKH�ODQG¿OO"

Of Metro’s current or 
proposed projects, which do 

you think are the most 
important and why?
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Portland Metro Councilor �CONTINUED

 Nonpartisan

"ETTY�$OMINGUEZ��
BETTYFORMETRO�COM

As cities submit proposals for expansion 
INTO�5RBAN�2ESERVES��)�WOULD�REVIEW�THOSE�
proposals with an eye towards the range of 
housing types and affordability proposed, 
plans for job creation, advancing racial 
EQUITY��kNANCIAL�MATCH��AND�READINESS�TO�
PROCEED�AS�WELL�AS�OPEN�SPACES�PROPOSED���)�
would also look for is there infrastructure in 
place or a way to fund it? is there a market 
demand?  are there adequate governance 
structures and oversight in place?

Reeducation about proper recycling through 
an aggressive public awareness campaign 
focusing on core materials vs. contaminants.   
Expanding curbside composting and a ban 
on plastic bags throughout the region. 
3UPPORTING�-ETRO�S���g)NVESTMENT�AND�
)NNOVATIONu�GRANT�PROGRAM�FOR�ORGANIZATIONS�
involved in reducing waste through reus-
ing, recycling, composting, especially those 
of color who have historically been left out 
OF�THE�RECYCLING�BUSINESS�AND��-ETRO�S������
Regional Waste Plan due by year’s end

The General Obligation bond being 
PROPOSED�FOR�THE�.OV��BALLOT�WHICH�WILL�
GENERATE�����-�FOR�AFFORDABLE�HOUSING�
throughout the region and especially in areas 
of communities of color.  We are in a huge 
housing crisis - our families, our seniors, the 
homeless - all struggling.  Then the Regional 
4RANSPORTATION�0LAN�WHICH�WILL�RElECT�THE�
#OUNCIL�S�STATED�PRIORITIES�mSAFETY��RACIAL�
equity, congestion and climate change.  
%XPANSION�OF�THE�5'"�AND�TRACKING�PROGRESS�
on the Climate Smart Strategy goals

 Nonpartisan

Christine Lewis   
CHRISTINELEWISORMETRO�COM

-ETRO�S�5RBAN�'ROWTH�"OUNDARY�IS�UNIQUE�
in the country and has helped shape the 
REGION�S�CHARACTER��4HE�5'"�S�EXPANSION�
should be deliberate, driven by data and 
community input. When looking at any 
PROPOSAL�TO�EXPAND�)�WILL�BE�LOOKING�FOR�DATA�
that demonstrates need as well as a plan that 
includes connectivity to urban services, 
TRANSPORTATION��AND�LIVABILITY��&INALLY��WE�
must continue to protect our most valuable 
farm and forestlands to protect our family 
farmers and agricultural industries.

7ITH�THE�CHALLENGES�FACING�THE�53�RECYCLING�
market, we must be innovative with our 
approach to waste reduction. Before it comes 
to recycling, consumers in the region need 
easier choices to reduce and reuse, 
particularly when it comes to plastic. Metro 
has a role to play investing in local 
businesses and organizations working to 
reduce waste and recycle in the region. This 
is an opportunity to create jobs and foster 
economic opportunity while taking 
responsibility for our waste footprint.

Transportation infrastructure improvements 
are vital in order to reduce congestion and 
improve safety. Metro must continue to lead 
conversations about transit investments and 
road improvements. Ensuring safe and 
accessible housing is also a top concern. 
Metro must commit to leading on housing 
so that cities can plan for all levels of 
AFFORDABILITY��&AMILIES�ACROSS�THE�REGION�
SHOULD�SHARE�IN�THE�BENEkTS�OF�LIVING�HERE�
regardless of their neighborhood, zip code, 
race, gender, age, or ability.

How would you evaluate 
proposals for Urban Growth 

Boundary expansion?

Given China’s new policies 
limiting the types of 

materials it will accept for 
recycling, what other options 

would you recommend for 
reducing the amount of solid 
ZDVWH�JRLQJ�WR�WKH�ODQG¿OO"

Of Metro’s current or 
proposed projects, which do 

you think are the most 
important and why?
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District 4

 Nonpartisan

Juan Carlos Gonzalez 
GONZALEZ�OREGON�COM

)�SUPPORT�BALANCED�URBAN�GROWTH��)�BELIEVE�
we need to encourage redevelopment of our 
main transportation corridors to have more 
DENSITYBASED�HOUSING�OPTIONS��)�WOULD�
only support expansion as long as we’re 
careful on the impact of our natural areas, 
farmland, and forests - and design smart and 
connected communities. The Metro region’s 
growing population will require thoughtful 
land use planning as we allow for growth 
that does not harm the elements that make 
this region a special place to live.

)�SUPPORT�A�WASTE���RECYCLING�SYSTEM�OF�
THE�FUTURE��)�WILL�WORK�TO�BUILD�A�STRONG�
regional recycling economy that can process 
materials locally, and create jobs and a new 
layer of industry for recyclable materials 
WE�MANUFACTURE�BACK�TO�OUR�REGION��)�WILL�
propose stronger regional regulations to 
curtail materials that don’t have a feasible 
recycling exit-strategy, and lead education 
campaigns to address system inequities for 
marginalized communities to make our 
system less wasteful.

)T�IS�IMPERATIVE�THAT�WE�ADDRESS�OUR�REGION�S�
AFFORDABLE�HOUSING�CRISIS��-ETRO�MUST�FULkLL�
its regional planning role to strategically 
invest in affordable housing, and work 
with local governments to ensure we have 
the tools needed to build a wide range of 
housing options. The region we leave for 
future Oregonians must offer communities 
that are both affordable and well connected 
with world-class public transportation 
options to reduce congestion and our carbon 
footprint. We must act now.

4ERM�� ��9EARS
3ALARY�� �������

4HE�kRST�����CHARACTERS�OF�
each reply to these questions 

are printed as received with 

no corrections.

Portland Metro Councilor �CONTINUED

 Nonpartisan

$ANA�#ARSTENSEN�
danacarstensen.com

)�D�EVALUATE�EXPANSION�PROPOSALS�BASED�ON�
how well the infrastructure tax payers have 
ALREADY�INVESTED�IN�IS�BEING�UTILIZED���)F�NOT�
fully utilizing the billions already spent on 
sewers, water, roads, and electrical, then we 
NEED�TO�ASK�WHY�NOT���)N�MANY�CASES��WE�VE�
already paid to supply commercial and 
industrial areas with infrastructure which are 
now abandoned or dilapidated.  We should 
REZONE�THOSE�AREAS�kRST�TO�FULLY�UTILIZE�THE�
infrastructure and land we already have and 
paid for.

)�VE�PROPOSED�A�PYROLYSIS�WASTETOENERGY�
facility.  Such a facility could take hazardous 
waste, all our raw sewage, and almost the 
entire municipal solid waste stream minus 
metal, glass, and construction waste like 
CONCRETE���)T�WOULD�PRODUCE�CARBON�TO�BE�
sequestered as a soil amendment, making it 
carbon negative, and synthetic natural gas 
along with oil, which could then cleanly 
GENERATE�CHEAP�ELECTRICITY���)T�WOULD�REMOVE�
AROUND���������TONS�OF�PLASTIC�FROM�THE�
environment annually.

)�THINK�-ETRO�S�PROPOSED�PROJECT�TO�COMBAT�
the affordable housing crisis with a bond 
measure is the most important.  We cannot 
have a healthy and functional society on 
any level if we cannot provide stable and 
AFFORDABLE�HOUSING�TO�ALL���)�BELIEVE�-ETRO�
should aim to create Community Land 
Trusts and the construction of Limited 
Equity Cooperatives on those trusts.  
Both combined would create permanent 
affordability, community land ownership, 
cooperative home ownership, and 
community empowerment

How would you evaluate 
proposals for Urban Growth 

Boundary expansion?

Given China’s new policies 
limiting the types of 

materials it will accept for 
recycling, what other options 

would you recommend for 
reducing the amount of solid 
ZDVWH�JRLQJ�WR�WKH�ODQG¿OO"

Of Metro’s current or 
proposed projects, which do 

you think are the most 
important and why?
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4ERM�� ��9EARS
3ALARY�� ������� What criteria should be used 

in choosing programs to audit 
and who should be consulted?

What measures should the 
auditor take to make audits 
and agency responses to 

audits available to the public?

How should audits be used to 
improve Metro government?

4HE�kRST�����CHARACTERS�OF�
each reply to these questions 

are printed as received with 

no corrections.

Portland Metro Auditor

 Nonpartisan

Brian Evans 
BRIAN�AUDITOR GMAIL�COM

The potential for savings or improvement, 
SIGNIkCANCE�OF�THE�SERVICE�OR�PROGRAM�TO�THE�
public, time since last audit, and citizen or 
Metro interest are the criteria that should 
be considered. Staff resources must also 
be considered because they are limited. To 
make the best decision, the auditor should 
consider the input of citizens, employees, 
AUDIT�STAFF��OTHER�ELECTED�OFkCIALS��AND�-ETRO�
managers.

The role of the auditor is to increase 
transparency and accountability. The auditor 
should report audit results to the Metro 
Council in a public meeting. The news 
MEDIA�SHOULD�BE�NOTIkED�AND�THE�AUDITOR�
should encourage media coverage when 
possible. The report should be available 
on the auditor’s website and mailed to the 
public if requested. The auditor should 
report annually about completed audits and 
THE�kNDINGS�

Audits should be used to improve the 
EFkCIENCY�AND�EFFECTIVENESS�OF�-ETRO�S�
programs and services. Auditors review 
government performance by evaluating the 
outcomes, processes, and areas of risk that 
need to be managed to safeguard public 
funds. Elected leaders and management 
should use audit recommendations to 
prioritize efforts and funding on behalf of 
the residents of the region.
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Multnomah County Chair

Wes Soderback 
ELECTWESSODERBACK�COM

Civil Service requirements are much the 
SAME�THROUGH�OUT�GOVERNMENT��)�HAVE�
WORKED�UNDER�BOTH�&EDERAL�AND�LOCAL�
SYSTEMS��)�WILL�SEE�THAT�THE�RULES�ARE�
followed.

The underlying factor of these are drugs and 
alcohol. The criminal justice is our mental 
health provider.

Multnomah County needs to address the 
PROBLEMS�OF�AN�AGING�SOCIETY��)T�IS�HIGHLY�
unlikely that the private sector will be able 
to meet these needs. Our strict land use laws 
MAKE�IT�DIFkCULT�TO�SITE�gAFFORDABLE�HOUSINGu�

$�"ORA�(ARRIS�
DBORAFORMULTCOCHAIR GMAIL�
com

My assessment is employees of color feel 
they are not given opportunities for 
promotions. The majority feel when there 
are concerns regarding fair treatment, equity 
and inclusion, there are no supportive 
resources  and employees fear retaliation. 
Employees feel management have been 
aware of structural racism and when 
addressed landed on deaf ears.  Local 
diversity consultant unattached to the 
#OUNTY���CREATE�AN�/MBUDSMEN�/FkCE�
(union employees) and resurrect Merit 
Council (nonunion employees).

)DENTIFY�INDIVIDUALS�DISTRICT�BY�DISTRICT�
affected by issues . These are county wide 
issues and the most effective way to deal 
with them is to centralize the help district 
by district. Trained staff in each areas will be 
ASSIGNED�AND�RESPONSIBLE�FOR�THEIR�$ISTRICT��
$ISTRICT�LEAD�IS�RESPONSIBLE�FOR�TRACKING��
educate communities in each district, role 
and responsibility in reporting for better 
response. Setup a go to place in each district. 
Create county/city district+neighborhood 
action plan.

)�RECOMMEND�SEEKING�HOUSING�AND�
shelter in communities when 
individuals and families request to remain 
in communities and areas close to extended 
family that may offer support with child-
care, close to jobs and neighborhoods and 
COMMONALITIES��)NDIVIDUALS�AND�FAMILIES�
need housing and shelter, yet the support 
of familiar communities, faith based and 
entities they have known to trust gives them 
encourage and rebuilds self-esteem. 
Housing and shelter should be inspected 
and in compliance with codes

4ERM�� ��9EARS
3ALARY�� �������� What is your assessment of 

employee concerns over 
structural racism within 

Multnomah County 
operations?  What will you do 

to address the issue?

What will you do to deal more 
effectively with the connected 
issues of mental and physical 
health, domestic violence and 

substance abuse?

What additional steps would 
you recommend to provide 

housing and shelter for 
individuals and families with 

housing insecurity?

4HE�kRST�����CHARACTERS�OF�
each reply to these questions 

are printed as received with 

no corrections.

Multnomah County Chair and Commissioners

 Nonpartisan

 Nonpartisan
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Chuck Crockett 
DANAWICK�� GMAIL�COM

My assessment is that we live in a county 
AND�STATE�THAT����YEARS�AGO�MADE�IT�ILLEGAL�FOR�
African Americans to live Oregon unless they 
were a slave. These policies and practices 
continue today. Ridding the county of these 
practices and polices is the start thru no 
tolerance discipline and education. 
)MMEDIATE�ACTION�ALSO�HELPS�ATOP�THESE�
practices. Precedent must be set.

5NDERSTANDING�THAT�THESE�ARE�OUTCOMES�OF�
people’s life’s experiences, depression, stress 
then using that to provide effective help, 
opportunities and research. Taking away 
the reason to use drugs or be violent will 
decrease these situations from happening. 
3HOWING�PEOPLE�YOU�CARE��)�HAVE�A�MENTALLY�
ill aunt.

Set up a homecoming program for those 
most drastically impacted by the housing 
crisis. We spend millions on apartment 
with ever rising rent. This puts an increased 
burden on the tax payer and funds causing 
higher taxes. Setting up a homeowners 
program allows rent to transform into 
mortgage, that won’t rise, and wealth giving 
these families and people control of their 
living situations. This also free’s up $ for 
homeless housing and public owned 
apartments to be built and regulated to suite 
needs

4ERM�� ��9EARS
3ALARY�� ��������

4HE�kRST�����CHARACTERS�OF�
each reply to these questions 

are printed as received with 

no corrections.

Multnomah County Chair and Commissioners �CONTINUED

 Nonpartisan

$EBORAH�+AFOURY�
DEBORAHKAFOURY�COM

Everyone deserves a workplace that is safe, 
respectful & promotes belonging for 
EMPLOYEES��)�LED�THE�COUNTY�TO�SIGNING�A�
resolution that named the county’s racial 
inequities & holds the county accountable 
for its actions. We have set in motion a 
process to develop a strategic plan that works 
to advance workforce equity, eliminate 
barriers to equal employment, & equalize 
levels of job satisfaction. Microaggressions 
were also added to the list of prejudicial acts 
that will be tracked & analyzed.

,AW�ENFORCEMENT�IS�OFTEN�THE�kRST�RESPONDER�
to issues arising from substance abuse, 
domestic violence & mental health issues, 
therefore we are changing the way law 
enforcement interacts with people struggling 
with those issues. My budget last year 
included two new programs to enhance 
public safety & services within Multnomah 
County. The goal of all of these programs is 
to get people the help they need for long-
term stability instead of cycling them in & 
out of jail.

Our plan to address homelessness focuses 
on three strategies: preventing homelessness 
IN�THE�kRST�PLACE��kNDING�HOUSING�PLACEMENTS�
for as many people as possible, & provide 
safe shelters for people to sleep at night. This 
PAST�YEAR�WE�SERVED��������PEOPLE��HOUSED�
MORE�THAN���������PREVENTED�������PEOPLE�
from becoming homeless. We need to bring 
MORE�AFFORDABLE�HOUSING�ONLINE��)�M�
committed to a shared promise of building 
������NEW�SUPPORTIVE�HOUSING�UNITS�OVER�THE�
next decade.

 Nonpartisan

Multnomah County Chair - continued

What additional steps would 
you recommend to provide 

housing and shelter for 
individuals and families with 

housing insecurity?

What will you do to deal more 
effectively with the connected 
issues of mental and physical 
health, domestic violence and 

substance abuse?

What is your assessment of 
employee concerns over 
structural racism within 

Multnomah County 
operations?  What will you do 

to address the issue?
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Streamline your election research! 
Visit VOTE411.org

Multnomah County Commissioner District 2

Susheela Jayapal 
SUSHEELAFORMULTCO�COM

)T�S�CLEAR�FROM�THE�STORIES�WE�HAVE�HEARD�THAT�
employees of color face systemic barriers 
TO�SUCCESS�AT�-ULTNOMAH�#OUNTY���)�LL�WORK�
to create a safe channel of communication 
through which to report experiences 
of discrimination; explore creation of 
AN�OMBUDSMAN�S�OFkCE�CHARGED�WITH�
independently investigating allegations; and 
ensure that we make it a priority to hire and 
retain senior personnel with a proven track 
record of being champions of racial equity.

All of the issues the County deals with 
— mental and physical health, domestic 
violence, substance abuse, housing, criminal 
justice — are interconnected. We need 
to connect the related services as well, 
providing wraparound, easily accessed 
care that addresses each of the barriers 
experienced by those we serve. We should 
explore providing “one-stop-shopping” 
models so as to break down the silos 
between systems, and prevent people from 
falling through the gaps between those 
systems.

We need to continue to increase housing 
supply that’s affordable for working families 
and senior citizens, and to identify creative 
and less expensive ways of providing 
EMERGENCY�SHELTER���)N�ADDITION��)�WILL�FOCUS�
in particular on preventing homelessness 
IN�THE�kRST�PLACE��SUCH�AS�THROUGH�LOCAL�
housing voucher programs, short-term rent 
assistance, and help with housing repairs.  
We should also explore land banking, 
community land trusts, and other ways of 
creating permanent affordable housing.

4ERM�� ��9EARS
3ALARY�� �������� What is your assessment of 

employee concerns over 
structural racism within 

Multnomah County 
operations?  What will you do 

to address the issue?

What will you do to deal more 
effectively with the connected 
issues of mental and physical 
health, domestic violence and 

substance abuse?

What additional steps would 
you recommend to provide 

housing and shelter for 
individuals and families with 

housing insecurity?

4HE�kRST�����CHARACTERS�OF�
each reply to these questions 

are printed as received with 

no corrections.

Multnomah County Chair and Commissioners �CONTINUED

 Nonpartisan

Bruce Broussard 
brucebroussardmultco2.com

2EINSTATE�g)NSTITUTIONAL�2ACISM�#OMMITTEEu�
That Responded To A Simular Concerne. 
$URING�&ORMER�#HAIR�'LADYS�-CCOY�
!DMINISTRATION�4IME�)N�/FkCE�!S�
Chairperson Of The Multnomah County 
Commissioners.

Spend Time With  Agency Administrators 
!DDRESSING�4HEIR�5NDERSTANDING�/F�4HE�
0RESSING�)SSUES���#ONCERNS�!ND�!PPROACH�
��4OWARD�3OLUTIONS�)N�4HERE�2ESPECTIVE�
$EPARTMENT��)�7OULD�!LSO�2ESEARCH�-EDIA�
Historical Response To Their Reporting To 
)SSUES�2AISED�/N�-ENTAL�!ND�(EALTH�)SSUES�

)�7OULD�7ORK�#LOSELY�7ITH�4HE�#ITY�/F�
0ORTLAND�/N�3ENIOR�(OUSING�)SSUES�!S�4O�
Home Ownership And Affordable Hous-
ing . Working With Planners To Be Aware 
/F�4HEIR�0RESENCE�)N�-ULTNOMAH�#OUNTY�
$ISTRICTÛ���(OUSING�&OR�4HE�(OMELESS�)S�
!�-AJOR�5NDERTAKING��-ULTNOMAH�#OUNTY�
3HERIFF�S�$EPARTMENT�0LAYS�!�6ITAL�2OLL�)N��
My Solution Plan . Multnomah County Gets 
7APATO�"ACK��)�LL�-AKE�)T�!�0RIORITY�&IRST�$AY�
As Commissioner To Getting Wapato Being 
5SED�!S�!�3HELTER�&OR�4HE�(OMELESS�!ND�
-ENTAL�)LLNESS�

 Nonpartisan
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4ERM�� ��9EARS
3ALARY�� �������� What is your assessment of 

employee concerns over 
structural racism within 

Multnomah County 
operations?  What will you do 

to address the issue?

What will you do to deal more 
effectively with the connected 
issues of mental and physical 
health, domestic violence and 

substance abuse?

What additional steps would 
you recommend to provide 

housing and shelter for 
individuals and families with 

housing insecurity?

4HE�kRST�����CHARACTERS�OF�
each reply to these questions 

are printed as received with 

no corrections.

Multnomah County Chair and Commissioners �CONTINUED

Maria Garcia 
MARIAFORMULTNOMAH�COM

There is no trust in leadership and the in-
stitutions in general. Strengthening, enforc-
ING�AND�IMPROVING��THE�7ORK�&ORCE�%QUITY�
Resolution is important.  Self assessment of 
the management and employees, including 
HR  is needed. A Human Rights department 
open to the public and  all employees of the  
county should conduct  investigations and 
follow up with grievances of racism and sex-
ism, among other issues. Employees should 
feel safe to speak out about issues faced at 
work without retaliation.

Extension and accessibility of Health 
services.  More health clinics in schools.  
Parents as well as children need access to 
these clinics Health workers on the street in-
stead of policing that criminalizes homeless-
ness and substance abuse users. Extending  
,%!$�PROGRAM�BEYOND�DOWNTOWN�TO�INCLUDE�
the whole county. Syringe-exchange centers 
that offer on site health care services as well 
AS�CRISIS�RESPONSE��$RAMATICALLY�INCREASE�THE�
ratio of mental health workers in  the county

Make sure people at risk do not lose their 
home by increasing access to services 
Prioritize long-term housing with on-site 
services. Provide physical addresses to home-
LESS�PEOPLE�SO�THEY�CAN�RECEIVE�THEIR�BENEkTS��
Transitional housing for former inmates and 
youth leaving foster care
Tenant unions and public housing land 
TRUSTS��RENTING�AT�����OF�INCOME
Prioritize living wages, neighborhood-based 
small business incentives.
Pressure Oregon for local rent stabilization, 
end no-cause eviction

 Nonpartisan

3HARON�9VETTE�-AXWELL�
sharon4county2.com

)NSTITUTE�THE�-ERIT�3YSTEM�FOR�-ANAGE�AND�
Ombudsman position for regular staff and 
YES��)�M�AWARE�AND�UNDERSTAND�WHAT�S�BEEN�
going on for years, can’t continue in order 
for the County to provide it’s mission of 
inclusion, diversity and change the internal 
culture from within.

We need to perform an independent audit 
of these services from an outside entity and 
address where the gaps are in the budget.  

This is the area where we also will need an 
independent audit from an outside entity 
like the Secretary of State to perform an 
audit that is unbiased and objective.  To 
determine currently what is being done and 
where the funds are being spent.

 Nonpartisan

Multnomah County Commissioner District 2 - continued
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Multnomah County Auditor
4ERM�� ��9EARS
3ALARY�� �������� What criteria should be used 

in choosing programs to 
audit and who should 

be consulted?

What measures should the 
auditor take to make audits 
and agency responses to 

audits available to the public?

What performance measures 
do you believe are appropriate 

in order to maintain the 
County’s accountability?

4HE�kRST�����CHARACTERS�OF�
each reply to these questions 

are printed as received with 

no corrections.

-ARK�5LANOWICZ�
5LANOWICZFOR!UDITOR�COM

The Auditor’s highest priorities should 
BE���	�PROGRAMS�ADDRESSING�THE�
public’s most pressing health, welfare, 
AND�SAFETY�CONCERNS�AND��	�PROJECTS�
representing the County’s greatest 
kNANCIAL�INVESTMENTS��/VER�MY����
YEARS�AT�THE�#OUNTY�!UDITOR�S�/FkCE��
)�VE�PARTICIPATED�IN�AND�LED�COUNTLESS�
sessions to select audit topics. This 
experience has demonstrated that 
it’s crucial to seek out and use input 
FROM�THE�PUBLIC��OTHER�ELECTED�OFkCIALS��
civic leaders, and community-based 
organizations.

Sharing audits with the residents of 
Multnomah County is the Auditor’s primary 
responsibility as well as the Auditor’s most 
powerful tool in bringing about needed 
change. My reports must be accessible to as 
many residents as possible. Shorter reports 
formatted to be read on mobile devices, 
interactive graphics that tell a story, and even 
videos and podcasts are likely to reach more 
people than traditional printed reports have 
in the past.

When evaluating organizational 
ACCOUNTABILITY��)�LOOK�AT�THREE�AREAS��kNANCIAL�
health; organizational stability; and 
compliance with laws and requirements. A 
kNANCIALLY�STRONG�ORGANIZATION�LIVES�WITHIN�
its means and has savings for emergencies 
or new opportunities. A stable organization 
maintains a high level of service when staff 
remain with that organization, building 
skills and experience. An organization 
complying with laws and regulations is more 
likely to effectively serve its clients.

Scott Learn 
LEARNFORAUDITOR�COM

)NDEPTH�PERFORMANCE�AUDITS�SPOTLIGHT�
problems and improve crucial 
GOVERNMENT�PROGRAMS��)�WILL�MOVE�
the county’s auditing focus to crucial 
services and problems affecting 
thousands of vulnerable people in 
our community. Among them: Health 
care and housing assistance, racial 
disparities in the justice system, and 
contractor performance and costs. 
4O�kND�AND�CHOOSE�AUDIT�TOPICS��)�
will consult diverse sources in the 
community, county clients and 
staff, and experts inside and outside 
government.

Social media, tight audit summaries and 
web display tools increase the availability 
of reports and responses. But it’s most 
important to audit critical programs, then 
write reports designed for the public and 
policymakers, not experts and agency 
INSIDERS��!T�THE�STATE��)�HAVE�USED�MY�
journalism experience to write strong audit 
reports and train auditors on writing so the 
public can understand our audits and why 
they matter. That same approach will make 
county audits more accessible to everyone.

#OUNTY�BUDGET�OFkCIALS�REQUIRE�PROGRAMS�TO�
report results. Those measures can be better: 
Consistently comparing results to best-
PRACTICE�GOALS�m�TO�LOW�RECIDIVISM�RATES�IN�
the strongest parole programs, for example 
m HIGHLIGHTS�POTENTIAL�PROBLEMS��"UT�AUDITORS
STILL�NEED�TO�DIG�DEEP�TO�kND�OUT�HOW
programs can best improve. At the state, for
instance, measures showing long delays in
teacher licensing and investigations triggered
an audit, and we found both root causes and
EFFECTIVE�kXES�

 Nonpartisan

 Nonpartisan
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Multnomah County Auditor �CONTINUED
4ERM�� ��9EARS
3ALARY�� ��������� What criteria should be used 

in choosing programs to 
audit and who should 

be consulted?

What measures should the 
auditor take to make audits 
and agency responses to 

audits available to the public?

What performance measures 
do you believe are appropriate 

in order to maintain the 
County’s accountability?

4HE�kRST�����CHARACTERS�OF�
each reply to these questions 

are printed as received with 

no corrections.

Jennifer McGuirk  
JENNIFERMCGUIRK�COM

The County’s mission is to help 
PEOPLE��4HAT�S�WHY�)�THINK�CRITERIA�FOR�
choosing what to audit shouldn’t just 
prioritize programs with the largest 
budgets, but should also prioritize 
programs that directly impact people’s 
health and safety. The County Auditor 
works for residents, and that’s why 
)�VE�COMMITTED�TO�CONSULTING�WITH�
residents, service providers, and 
recipients to ensure that their concerns 
inform audit selection.

County Charter requires the Auditor to 
present all audit reports to the Board of 
County Commissioners. The Auditor invites 
agency representatives to these presentations, 
and posts all audit reports and agency 
responses online. But we need to do more to 
ENGAGE�WITH�THE�PUBLIC��)�LL�WORK�WITH�NEWS�
media, use social media, host town halls, 
AND�PRESENT�TO�COMMUNITY�GROUPS��)�HAVE�
the community involvement experience to 
DELIVER�THE�kNDINGS�OF�OUR�AUDITS�TO�PEOPLE�
directly affected by them.

Good performance measures promote 
ACCOUNTABILITY�BY�BEING�SPECIkC��MEASURABLE��
understandable, and connected to a 
LARGER�GOAL��4HEY�HELP�GAUGE�EFkCIENCY�
and effectiveness over time. As Auditor, 
)�LL�SUPPORT�USING�GOOD�MEASURES�THAT�ARE�
feasible for County programs and their 
CONTRACTORS��)�LL�ALSO�PROMOTE�USING�MEASURES�
that are clearly connected to the County’s 
mission to plan for community needs; 
prioritize vulnerable people’s needs; and 
promote health and safety for all.

4ERM�� ��9EARS
3ALARY�� ��������� Describe the policies and 

training guiding the County 
Sheriff’s interactions with 

federal immigration authorities 
and assess their adequacy.

A recent Disability Rights 
Oregon report described the 

alarming conditions 
experienced by people with 
mental illness in the county 
jail.  How can the sheriff’s 
RI¿FH�UHVSRQG�DQG�KRZ�ZLOO�

progress be reported?

As sheriff, what will you do to 
address racial disparities in 
the county’s justice system?4HE�kRST�����CHARACTERS�OF�

each reply to these questions 

are printed as received with 

no corrections.

-ULTNOMAH�#OUNTY�3HERIFF

#ANDIDATE�DID�NOT�RESPOND�BY�DEADLINE Nonpartisan   Mike Reese
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Portland City Councilor - Position 2

*ULIA�$E'RAW�
JULIA�PDX�COM

7E�MUST�THINK�OUTSIDE�THE�FORPROkT�DEVEL-
oper box to create permanently affordable 
housing. The city should redirect subsidies 
for unaffordable & luxury housing into 
community land trusts & a public option for 
affordable home construction. The city could 
obtain housing, refurbish it using union 
labor & keep it permanently affordable. City 
Commissioners should lobby Salem to give 
the city our ability to enact rent stabilization 
& end no-cause evictions, which displace 
people from their homes.

)�LL�TAKE�THE�LEAD�FROM�THE�/REGON�!#,5�
and say that the Bureau isn’t doing enough. 
The Bureau should mandate the best de-
escalation, mental health, and anti-racism 
TRAINING�FOR�OFkCERS��7E�NEED�A�PUBLIC�HEALTH�
APPROACH�TO�CRISIS��INCLUDING�UNARMED�kRST�
responders and deployment of mental 
health providers. We need real consequences 
FOR�OFkCERS�WHO�USE�EXCESSIVE�FORCE�OR�TARGET�
PEOPLE�FROM�MARGINALIZED�COMMUNITIES��)�
support demilitarizing the police; our city 
isn’t a military combat zone.

4HE�CITY�MUST�LEVEL�THE�PLAYING�kELD�FOR�
small, local businesses. The city should 
convert the multi-million dollar contracts it 
gives out-of-state corporations into smaller 
amounts & distribute to local businesses. 
The city should open a small business 
resource hub. The city should create green 
JOBS�TO�REACH������RENEWABLES�BY��������
build municipal broadband to provide 
affordable, accessible internet, create jobs & 
MAINTAIN�.ET�.EUTRALITY��)�ALSO�SUPPORT�THE�
creation of a municipal bank.

Portland City Councilor

4ERM�� ��9EARS
3ALARY�� ���������

Portland has a severe 
shortage of housing units 
affordable to our lowest 

income residents, a 
VLJQL¿FDQW�IDFWRU�LQ�WKH�

homeless crisis.  How would 
you address the shortfall?

7KH�&RPSOLDQFH�2I¿FHU�
overseeing the Department of 
Justice Settlement Agreement 

with the Portland Police 
Bureau cites concern about 

use of force and poor 
de-escalation practices.  What 

is your assessment of the 
Bureau’s progress in meeting 
the terms of the Agreement, 
and how should the Bureau 

respond?

How should the city best 
support economic 

development?

4HE�kRST�����CHARACTERS�OF�
each reply to these questions 

are printed as received with 

no corrections.

#ANDIDATE�DID�NOT�RESPOND�BY�DEADLINE Nonpartisan   Philip J Wolfe 

#ANDIDATE�DID�NOT�RESPOND�BY�DEADLINE Nonpartisan   .ICHOLAS�3UTTON�
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Portland City Councilor - Position 2 - continued

.ICK�&ISH 
NICKkSHFORPORTLAND�COM

$ESPITE�THE�STRONGEST�ECONOMY�IN�DECADES��
Portland’s housing market fails low income 
residents including older adults, the disabled 
AND�STRUGGLING�FAMILIES��)�AM�A�LEADER�IN�
delivering solutions to the housing crisis. My 
record:
• Protecting renters facing big rent
increases and no-fault evictions
• Requiring developers to include
affordable homes in new buildings
r 3ECURING�������NEW�HOMES�WITH�INTENSIVE
services
• Preserving affordable homes for
seniors and the disabled

4HE�0OLICE�"UREAU�HAS�MADE�PROGRESS�m�)�
PROUDLY�LED�THE�CHARGE�TO�REMOVE�THE���
HOUR�RULE�m�BUT�MORE�WORK�REMAINS��7E�
must prioritize community policing, 
de-escalation, robust community oversight 
and culture change. My priorities: 
• Get cops out of their cars and into our
communities
• Rebuild trust by honoring the terms of the
$/*�3ETTLEMENT�!GREEMENT
• Hire and retain the best and most diverse
workforce
r 3UPPORT�$ANIELLE�/UTLAW��OUR�NEW�#HIEF�

Portland continues to get high marks for 
QUALITY�OF�LIFE�AND�JOB�CREATION��)�BUY�LOCAL�
and proudly serve as a champion for 
neighborhood small businesses, the back-
BONE�OF�OUR�LOCAL�ECONOMY��)�SUPPORT��
• Robust small business assistance, targeting
UNDERSERVED�BUSINESSES�IN�%AST�AND�.ORTH
Portland
r 5NLOCKING�WORKING�CAPITAL�TO�HELP�START
ups thrive
• Active recruitment of socially
responsible and green businesses
r )NVESTING�IN�WOMEN�AND�MINORITYOWNED
businesses

Portland City Councilor - Position 3 

Andrea Valderrama 
VALDERRAMA�PDX�COM

Bringing affordable & stable housing to all 
Portlanders requires a combination of new 
supply, supportive housing, revenue reform, 
securing new shelter space and making 
current shelter space permanent, tenant 
protections, displacement prevention and 
MITIGATION�TOOLS��AND�kNALLY��SUPPORT�FOR�
homeowners. This is not just a housing and 
homelessness crisis, but an affordability 
crisis, & therefore a solution needing to 
include economic stability for families most 
impacted by housing instability.

The Portland Police Bureau is in need of 
reform, and while some progress has been 
made to address their policies and 
PROCEDURES��SIGNIkCANT�CHANGES�ARE�STILL�
NEEDED��)�AM�CAUTIOUSLY�OPTIMISTIC�ABOUT�
the development of the Portland Committee 
on Community-Engaged Policing (PCCEP) 
because they could expedite needed changes 
through meaningful engagement and 
holding the Council and Mayor accountable.

Addressing affordability includes raising 
incomes, ensuring all members of the 
community share in economic 
OPPORTUNITIES��)MMIGRANT�INTEGRATION�IS�
also key, prioritizing policies like reciprocal 
licensing (acknowledging degrees earned 
internationally), subsidizing educational 
EXPENSES�FOR�kRST�GENERATION�OR�IMMIGRANT�
community members, & ensuring workforce 
diversity goals are met. Simply providing 
basic services, like a functioning 
transportation system for all residents, is key.

4ERM�� ��9EARS
3ALARY�� ���������

Portland has a severe 
shortage of housing units 
affordable to our lowest 

income residents, a 
VLJQL¿FDQW�IDFWRU�LQ�WKH�

homeless crisis.  How would 
you address the shortfall?

7KH�&RPSOLDQFH�2I¿FHU�
overseeing the Department of 
Justice Settlement Agreement 

with the Portland Police 
Bureau cites concern about 

use of force and poor 
de-escalation practices.  What 

is your assessment of the 
Bureau’s progress in meeting 
the terms of the Agreement, 
and how should the Bureau 

respond?

How should the city best 
support economic 

development?

4HE�kRST�����CHARACTERS�OF�
each reply to these questions 

are printed as received with 

no corrections.

Portland City Councilor �CONTINUED
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Portland City Councilor - Position 3 - continued

&ELICIA�7ILLIAMS�
FELICIAFORPORTLAND�COM

Rather than giving away publicly owned 
properties, we should retain public 
ownership and allow underutilized 
public land to be developed, which would 
lower development costs by removing the 
cost of land. Additionally, all new extreme 
low-income developments should have 
THEIR�3YSTEM�$EVELOPMENT�#HARGES��3$#S	�
WAIVED�OR�SIGNIkCANTLY�REDUCED��)F�THE�3$#S�
are charged, they should be collected upon 
project completion rather than at the start of 
CONSTRUCTION��THIS�COULD�SAVE�UP�TO����������

4HE�%NHANCED�#RISIS�)NTERVENTION�4EAMS�
�%#)4	�AND�THE�"EHAVIORAL�(EALTH�5NITS�
�"(5	�WERE�THE�DIRECT�OUTCOME�OF�THE�
$EPARTMENT�OF�*USTICE�kNDINGS�THAT�THE�0ORT-
land Police Bureau routinely used excessive 
force against people experiencing mental 
health crises and/or homelessness. Police 
STAFkNG�LEVELS�HAVE�GUTTED�SPECIALTY�UNITS�LIKE�
THE�"(5�AND�%#)4��)F�WE�DO�NOT�INCREASE�
THE�POLICE�STAFkNG�LEVELS�AND�ENSURE�THAT�THE�
specialty units are fully staffed, our most 
vulnerable will remain at risk.

A strong economic strategy includes having 
CLEAR��MEASURABLE�GOALS�WITH�A�DEkNED�FOCUS��
)T�IS�ALSO�ESSENTIAL�TO�HAVE�A�STRONG�TALENT�
pool because of an existing industry; i.e., 
capitalize on current strengths, rather than 
STARTING�FROM�SCRATCH��)N�ADDITION�TO�IDENTIFY-
ing assets and barriers, it’s also important to 
identify partnerships and opportunities for 
future collaborations. Prosper Portland is 
trying to do this with its cluster initiatives.

Stuart Emmons 
STUARTEMMONSFORPORTLAND�COM

�	 )MPLEMENT�4HE�0ORTLAND�(OME
0ROJECT�THAT�SOLVES�HOMELESSNESS�IN���YEARS
and gets everyone on the street access to
SHELTER�BEDS�IN���YEARS��4HIS�PLAN�WAS�RE-
viewed by dozens of experts before
ISSUANCE�AND�IS�A�WORKING�DOCUMENT���	�0ASS
an exemption in the Oregon Constitution to
ALLOW�PUBLIC�DOLLARS�TO�BE�USED�TO�kLL�@GAPS�
in private affordable housing projects. This
WILL�@TURBO�CHARGE��OUR�PUBLIC�DOLLARS�AND
potentially quadruple affordable housing
output as can be seen in the state of WA.

This is not a war. This is not a war on crime. 
)T�IS�#OMMUNITY�0OLICING��7E�NEED�TO�GET�
back to Community Policing and add in 
capabilities to address people with mental 
health issues with effectiveness and 
compassion. Our police force looks way too 
militarized, and sends the wrong signal to 
the community. The Bureau should respond 
BY���	�$EMILITARIZING�THE�POLICE�FORCE���	�
2ECRUIT�POLICE�OFkCERS�WHO�LIVE�IN�THE�COM-
MUNITIES�THEY�SERVE���	�4RAIN��TRAIN��TRAIN�IN�
community policing tactics.

�	 3PUR�ON�INNOVATION�THROUGH�HIGH�PROkLE
COMPETITIONS�AND�CITY�2&0�S���	�)NCREASE�#ITY
INVOLVEMENT�WITH�/%.��/REGON�%NTREPRE-
neurs Group) and other groups that support
STARTUPS��SMALL�BUSINESS��AND�INNOVATORS���	
Have City involvement with the start up
community. This can be done by
demonstration projects - festivals/confer-
ences/symposia - at the national level to
show the world that Portland has incredible
TALENT�AND�INNOVATIVE�PRODUCTS��	�!DDRESS
transportation congestion.

4ERM�� ��9EARS
3ALARY�� ���������

Portland has a severe 
shortage of housing units 
affordable to our lowest 

income residents, a 
VLJQL¿FDQW�IDFWRU�LQ�WKH�

homeless crisis.  How would 
you address the shortfall?

7KH�&RPSOLDQFH�2I¿FHU�
overseeing the Department of 
Justice Settlement Agreement 

with the Portland Police 
Bureau cites concern about 

use of force and poor 
de-escalation practices.  What 

is your assessment of the 
Bureau’s progress in meeting 
the terms of the Agreement, 
and how should the Bureau 

respond?

How should the city best 
support economic 

development?

4HE�kRST�����CHARACTERS�OF�
each reply to these questions 

are printed as received with 

no corrections.

Portland City Councilor �CONTINUED
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Portland City Councilor - Position 3 - continued

Loretta Smith  
LORETTAFORPORTLAND�ORG

3OME�OF�THE�WAYS�)�WOULD�ADDRESS�THE�SHORT-
fall include: 
#LEANING�UP�THE�OVER�����KNOWN�BROWN-
kELDS�SITES�TO�DEVELOP��AFFORDABLE�MIXED�USE�
housing. 
5SING�ONETIME�ONLY�DOLLARS�TO�LAND�BANK�
existing multiplexes, preserving affordable 
housing to counter 
displacement. 
Bringing back single room occupancy hous-
ing options including older hotels to serve 
individuals who don’t require larger living 
spaces. 
Building housing at all housing levels to take 
the burden off of affordable 
housing stock.

)�M�GREATLY�CONCERNED�ABOUT�THE�OVER�POLIC-
ing of our black and brown communities, 
AND�THE�PATTERN�OF�OFkCERINVOLVED�
shootings with people of color and those 
WITH�A�MENTAL�DISABILITY��)T�S�CRITICAL�WE�HAVE�
leaders at the city willing to ask the tough 
questions and push for policies to improve 
community policing and build relations 
BETWEEN�THE�BUREAU�AND�THE�COMMUNITY��)T�S�
the responsibility of City Council to work 
with the bureau, help guide their efforts to 
reform, and hold them accountable.

Creating jobs and economic opportunity
requires a leader who can engage and 
partner with the community, addressing 
barriers to growth while also working to lift 
up our most vulnerable. The City should be 
A�PARTNER�HELPING�RESIDENTS�GAIN�SKILLS�TO�kND�
good jobs and encouraging entrepreneurship 
among historically disadvantaged 
COMMUNITIES��)�VE�DONE�JUST�THAT�AT�THE�
County with the Summer Works program 
AND�THE�0ORTLAND�)NCLUSIVE�&UND��AND�)�HOPE�
to continue that work on Portland City 
Council.

JoAnn Hardesty 
JOANNFORPORTLAND�COM

We are stuck with building housing the way 
IT�S�ALWAYS�BEEN�BUILT��RATHER�THAN�kNDING�
creative solutions to address the problem. 
Why not build multigenerational housing or 
housing with shared living spaces?  We need 
to invest in public housing like we do in 
parks, schools, and libraries.  We must also 
strengthen tenant protections and provide 
CREATIVE�SOLUTIONS�TO�HELP�THE�HOMELESS���)�
SUPPORT�RESIDENTIAL�INkLL�PROJECT��BUT�THE�
INkLL�SHOULD�ALSO�BE�MODEST�STEPS�DEPENDING�
on the neighborhood.

We need to end our city’s participation in the 
*OINT�4ERRORISM�4ASK�&ORCE��WHICH�HAS�ONLY�
INCREASED�POLICE�AGGRESSIVENESS���.O�
information is available regarding this 
PARTNERSHIP��BUT�)�BELIEVE�OUR�PARTICIPATION�
limits our ability to require local police to 
REFUSE�COOPERATION�WITH�)#%��WHICH�IS�AN�
important part of truly becoming a 
Sanctuary City.  Another major change that 
should take place is increasing community 
policing and allowing for more community 
input in decisions.

)F�THE�CITY�EXPECTS�TO�IMPLEMENT�NEW�
standards that elevate the quality of life for 
all residents, we must also ensure that we are 
offsetting the burden that we place on small 
businesses, especially ones within 
communities of color or low-income 
COMMUNITIES���&OR�EXAMPLE��THE�CITY�NEEDS�TO�
fully implement the marijuana tax provision 
that would create a fund for small 
businesses from these communities to phase 
in clean air equipment if we are hoping to 
TRULY�BECOME������CLEAN�ENERGY�BY��������

#ANDIDATE�DID�NOT�RESPOND�BY�DEADLINE Nonpartisan   Lew Humble

4ERM�� ��9EARS
3ALARY�� ���������

Portland has a severe 
shortage of housing units 
affordable to our lowest 

income residents, a 
VLJQL¿FDQW�IDFWRU�LQ�WKH�

homeless crisis.  How would 
you address the shortfall?

7KH�&RPSOLDQFH�2I¿FHU�
overseeing the Department of 
Justice Settlement Agreement 

with the Portland Police 
Bureau cites concern about 

use of force and poor 
de-escalation practices.  What 

is your assessment of the 
Bureau’s progress in meeting 
the terms of the Agreement, 
and how should the Bureau 

respond?

How should the city best 
support economic 

development?

4HE�kRST�����CHARACTERS�OF�
each reply to these questions 

are printed as received with 

no corrections.

Portland City Councilor �CONTINUED
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4ERM�� ��9EARS
3ALARY�� ��������� 7KH�&LW\�%XGJHW�2I¿FH�

analysis of Portland’s new 
FDPSDLJQ�¿QDQFH�SURJUDP�

stated that the logical 
location for the program is 
LQ�WKH�$XGLWRU¶V�RI¿FH���
Why or why not should 

the program be located in 
WKH�$XGLWRU¶V�RI¿FH"

As Portland’s Auditor, the 
Independent Police Review 
(IPR) is one of the divisions 

under your supervision.  There 
has been growing concern 

over reduced public access to 
the IPR and its Citizen Review 
Committee.  In light of these 

changes, please describe your 
views on transparency and 

public access.

Voters recently adopted a city 
charter amendment 

strengthening the Auditor’s 
independence.  Please 

comment on the amendment’s 
changes and discuss whether 

or not you would plan to 
pursue additional amendments 

during the upcoming term.

4HE�kRST�����CHARACTERS�OF�
each reply to these questions 

are printed as received with 

no corrections.

Portland City Auditor

Mary Hull Caballero  
MHC?CAMPAIGN COMCAST�NET

The commission form of government 
REQUIRES�SIX�ELECTED�OFkCIALS�TO�MANAGE�
OFkCES�AND�BUREAUS��4HEREFORE��THIS�PROGRAM�
SHOULD�NOT�BE�IN�ANY�#ITY�OFkCE�OR�BUREAU��
!N�ELECTED�OFkCIAL�WHO�MANAGES�THE�PROGRAM�
may receive funding from it for a future 
CAMPAIGN��AN�INHERENT�CONlICT�OF�INTEREST��
The program presents intense management 
challenges and carries a substantial risk for 
FRAUD��)�DISAGREE�WITH�THE�"UDGET�/FkCE�THAT�
MY�OFkCE�SHOULD�SHOULDER�A�BURDEN�BECAUSE�
City Council doesn’t want to.

4HE�!UDITOR�S�/FkCE�COMPLIES�WITH�PUBLIC�
meeting and records laws. Citizen Review 
Committee meetings are always open to the 
public. State law requires the Committee 
TO�KEEP�CONkDENTIAL�THE�IDENTITIES�OF�POLICE�
OFkCERS�WHO�ARE�ALLEGED�TO�HAVE�ENGAGED�IN�
misconduct, so names are masked during 
meetings and case documents generally are 
EXEMPT�FROM�PUBLIC�DISCLOSURE��)02�TAKES�
complaints in person and by phone, email, 
letter, or online submission. There has been 
no reduction in public access.

Voters approved changes to the Charter in 
-AY������THAT�INCREASED�THE�INDEPENDENCE�
OF�THE�!UDITOR�S�/FkCE�FROM�BUREAUS�WE�
audit and investigate. The changes 
AUTHORIZED�THE�!UDITOR�TO�MAKE�STAFkNG�
decisions, obtain independent legal 
counsel, enter into contracts, and submit 
budget requests directly to City Council, 
which should consider them based on 
the Auditor’s responsibilities rather than 
#OUNCIL�S�PRIORITIES��)�CANNOT�PREDICT�TODAY�
whether additional Charter changes may be 
necessary.
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24-Hour Ballot Drop Boxes
A-BOY SUPPLY

7365 SW Barbur Boulevard, Portland

GOODWILL STORE 
3134 N Lombard Street

GRESHAM LIBRARY 
385 NW Miller Avenue, Gresham

MCDONALD’S RESTAURANT 
2010 NE Cesar Chavez Blvd., Portland  

(West side of NE 40th Avenue between NE Tillamook and NE Hancock 
and near the Hollywood Branch Library)

MIDLAND BRANCH LIBRARY 
805 SE 122nd Avenue, Portland

MULTNOMAH COUNTY ELECTIONS
1040 SE Morrison Street, Portland 

Walk/bike-up drop slot at corner of SE 11th and Morrison on SE  
Morrison. Drop boxes on the East side of SE 11th between SE Morrison 
and SE Belmont, and on the North side of SE Belmont netween SE 10th 

and SE 11th.

PIONEER COURTHOUSE SQUARE
700 block of SW Broadway  

(next to Starbucks and across from Nordstrom) Walk-up only.

REGAL CINEMAS MOVIE THEATRE/ 
M&M CARWASH 

SE Division Street & SE 165th Avenue, Portland
Drop box located in Regal Cinemas parking lot  

behind M&M Carwash.

ALBINA 
3605 NE 15th Ave.

BELMONT 
1038 SE Cesar E Chávez Blvd.

CAPITOL HILL 
10723 SW Capitol Highway

FAIRVIEW-COLUMBIA 
1520 NE Village St., Fairview

GREGORY HEIGHTS 
7921 NE Sandy Blvd.

GRESHAM 
385 NW Miller Ave., Gresham

HILLSDALE 
1525 SW Sunset Blvd.

HOLGATE 
7905 SE Holgate Blvd.

HOLLYWOOD 
4040 NE Tillamook St.

KENTON 
8226 N Denver Ave.

MIDLAND 
805 SE 122nd Ave.

NORTH PORTLAND 
512 N Killingsworth St.

NORTHWEST 
2300 NW Thurman St.

ROCKWOOD 
17917 SE Stark St.

ST. JOHNS 
7510 N Charleston Ave.

SELLWOOD-MORELAND 
7860 SE 13th Ave.

TROUTDALE 
2451 SW Cherry Park Rd.

WOODSTOCK 
6008 SE 49th Ave.

Multnomah County Library
During library hours, voted ballots may be delivered to any Multnomah County library through 8:00 PM on Election Day, 

Find library hours at multcolib.org/hours-and-locations or call 503.988-5402.
CENTRAL LIBRARY

801 SW 10th Ave.

Credits
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Keating, Josie Koehne, Marion McNamara, 
Mary McWilliams, Maud Naroll, Margaret Noel, 
Roberta Palmer, Betsy Pratt, Debbie Runciman
Distribution:  Eileen Chase
Design: Sarah Andrews
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Donors
4HE�,EAGUE�OF�7OMEN�6OTERS�
OF�0ORTLAND�%DUCATION�&UND�
GRATEFULLY��ACKNOWLEDGES� 
DONATIONS�FROM�

4HE�7YSS�&OUNDATION�
Multnomah Bar Foundation
-ETRO%AST�#OMMUNITY�-EDIA
6ERNIER�3OFTWARE���4ECHNOLOGY

3ARA�&REWING�&UND
Neil Kelly

-EMBERS�OF�THE�,EAGUE�OF�
7OMEN�6OTERS

Help us Make Democracy Work 
– Join the League of Women Voters

of Portland!

Annual Dues Levels

  Single   $77.00  
 Household  $115.50  

 Limited Income 
   $45.00       

 Student 
    $30.00  

Supporting 
               $175.00  

Sustaining 
  $250 

Name _____________________________________________

Address __________________________________________

__________________________________________________

Phone ____________________________________________

Email _____________________________________________

Advertisement paid for by the League of Women Voters of Portland

Our mission is to promote political responsibility  
through informed and active participation in government.  tthro

Return this coupon with your dues to  
LWV Portland, PO Box 3491, Portland, OR  97208.

Make checks payable to LWV Portland.   
You may also join and pay dues via PayPal or credit 
card at www.lwvpdx.org. Click Join.

,OCAL�,EAGUE�&ORUMS 
4HE�,EAGUE�OF�7OMEN�6OTERS�IS�ORGANIZING�TWO�FORUMS�FOR�THE�-AY������PRIMARY�ELECTION�

  6:00 PM: Metro President
  6:30 PM: Multnomah County Auditor
  7:10 PM: Multnomah County Chair
  8:30 PM: Multnomah Co. Commissioner District 2

April 10:
MULTNOMAH COUNTY BUILDING

501 SE Hawthorne Blvd., Portland, OR

April 24:
MULTNOMAH COUNTY BUILDING

501 SE Hawthorne Blvd., Portland, OR

6:00 PM: Portland Commissioner Positions 2 and 3
7:35 PM: Metro Councilor Districts 2 and 4      

For more information on events please contact 
info@lwvpdx.org


